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Classifleds 
1. ·PERSONALS 
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con-
truceptlon, stcrillzlitlon, abortion. Right to Choose, 
294-0171. 2/IS 
THE AMERICAN DOLLAR has deprecialed 
conslderably against the German Mark. This will 
l"nuse Birkenstocks to increase in price '$3/pr. 
starting Feb. 13. Blrkenstocks now 2011Jo off old price 
unlil Feb. 11 at Wild Rose, 2916 Central SE, 266-
9946. 2110 ' 
WE'LL MISS YOU RODGER! It won't be the same 
without you... 2110 
PASSPORT. IMMIGRATION, ID phojos. Lowest 
prices in town. Fast 1 pleilsing, Cal1265-2444 or come 
to 1717 Girard NE. 2/10 
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Jjappy 
ucHANGED''· THE SPIRITUAL realities of life 
coni rolled by people. A documentary running noon 
SUB 250C. M-W-F February 13,15,17. The Way 
t·ntcrnational. 2117 
JOHN JOSEPH CALL LESLIE299-4773. 2113 
THE HOPE OF GLORY! Free admission rock 
concert. Saturday nite, February II th, 7:00 at The 
Christian Center, 12121 Copper NE near Juan Tabo. 
2/10 
IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! Contribute an, 
photography, prose, poetry, etc. to UNM's creative 
works magazine-Conceptions-Southwest, Room 105 
Marron Hall or UNM Box 20. Deadline February 
28. 2/10 
PERRY'S PIZZA (ACROSS from the UNM), We 
Deliver. Ca\1843-9750. 2/10 
Hour ... cvcryFridayfrom5:30to7:30, 2110 2. LOST & FOUND 
NICK, HOW COME. no more personal ads? Dld you =--------------:-:-: 
fall inloYc with a waitress-at Carrara's? Mary. 2113 LOST CAT. LARGE grey-brown-black long hailed, 
DR. HARNICK IS INTERESTED in locating nuffy !ailed, short legged male, no collar, n~med 
children from 9-36 months of age to participate in a Riley, Gone since Jan. 2.5 from area Ash and S1IYer. 
~tudy on play. If you arc interested, please call277- Please call247-2697 if found. 2/10 
4209. 2110 " FOUND: GERMAN SHEPARD, tan & black, chain 
CONTACTS?? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS. Casey collm, no tllgs.Appears to be about l yr. old. Found 
Optical Company, 255-8736, tfn ncar Carlisle & Central. 299-7946. 2115 
FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical. FOUND: CALCULATOR MITCHELL HALL. 242-
Experienccd teacher, Private lessons. Call Marc at L 3752, Describe and cl_!lim. 2116 
& M Music Studio: 247-8158. 2/10 FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify and 
KNOW SOMETHING THAT mighc make a good claim. Call after 6pm.821-9527. 2115 
news story? Call the LOBO news tip hotlinc, 277- · LOST: FEB. 4, WI{ITE male cal. Green eyes, blue 
.5656. 2110 rhinestone coJJar. No tags. 2.55-74.15. 2/14 
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONL\ IDe, American FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 
cigarcues 48c, eYcry morning at Ptpe & Tobacco 277~5907 . ss 
Road. V2 block from UNM. 107 Cornell SE, M-F 9-6 
and Sal. I0-5. 2/17 
CARPOOL AVAILABLE FROM Santa Fe to UNM 3. SERVICES 
ror 9:30 class Tues., Thurs. l-988·2642. 2114 
COCKTAIL 'STYLE RAINBOW color cigarettes 
available at Pl(lc & Tobacco Road, 107B Cornell SE. 
2/14 
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Short 
intensive courses in .shooting black-and-white, color. 
Learn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups 
designed to suit your present knowledge: ~bsolu!e 
beginners or in~crmedlatcs. Spc.cial scss1ons. m 
omdoor portraiture, nature & sccmcsj sports act1on. 
Intensive -darkroom instruction if requested. 
Reasonable tuition. Groups fill up quickly so call 
soon for information. A-Photographer, 1717 Girard 
NE. 265-2444. 2/10 
PITCHERS FOR MEN'S fast-pitch softball needed. 
If interested ca11298-6476. 2113 
THE HEART & THE HANDS Creative Arts 
Workshop is offering a St. Valentines Print 
Workshop, Saturday February 11 from 1:~0-4:30 
pm. Fees $5 for child and $10 for adult. Fam1ly style 
worksh~p. adults and children work. l~gether 
learning print techniques for St. Va\entme s Day 
cards. We welcome :st\ldcnts from 6-%. To register 
call Rob Etigmn, 255-~-~· 309 Harvard SE. 2/10 
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now. 
Call PENM 842-5200, tfn 
TYPING. 151 QUALITY, 883-7787. 2124 
FAST TYPING 266-3953. 2114 
UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS POLICY: Last d~y 
for full rdund February II. I) Books must be m 
origlnal condition. 2} You must have cash receipt! 3) 
You mu~t present student I D. 2110 
VOLVO REPAIR. CALL Mike, 247-9083. Z/10 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION forms 1040-A $5, 
1040 $7.50. Lollie, 265-3149. 2110 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. 821-7905. 2/10 
INCOME TAX PREPARATIO('I. In house service, 
reasonable rates. Tom 243-7387. · 2/10 
TYPING EXPERIENCED. ENGINEERING, in-
surance. legal, medical. statistical. Call266~4770. 
2/10 
TYPING AND EDJTING, SOc per page. 883· 
3822.2/13 
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: SegoYia method. 
Beginners welcome. 266-9291_. -· 2/28 
EDITORIAL SERVICE AN.ri writing assistance, 
265-1164. 2/16 
WILL TYPE ELITE, $,75 a page, 294-6781 2/13 
QA 'TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and 
editorial system, Tec~mical, general, legal, medical, 
scholastic, Charts& tables. 345-2125, 4/29 
KJNKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric)• and 
now 3-minute Passport' Photos, No appointment. 
268-85 15, tfn 
4. HOUSING 
CAMPUS SPECIAL. nicely• furnished 1-bdrm, $110, 
utilities paid. Ca11262-J7SJ 1 Valley Rentals, S30 fee. 
2/10 
BIKE TO CLASS. Cle[!n solid 1-bdrm, $14.5, bills 
paid. Call262-175), Valley Rental.s, $30 fee. 2/10 
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and 
cleaning? Need a place to live for spring term? Come 
to the College Inn. 303.Ash NE, 243-2881 2/10 
L,IVE-IN SITUATION FOR woman, non-sm?ker. 
$.50,00 room and board. Near UNM, 256-7593. 2116 
S 100 CAMPUS 1-BDRM. Large fenced yard, utilities 
included, Call262-17.51, Valley Rentals, $30 fee. 
2/10 
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice, 3pbdrm 
house. Non·smoking. Around February 25th. 268-
0183 after 5 pm. _ 2/15 
SE I·BDRM HOME, fenced yards, kids, pels 
welcome, $100: Ca11262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 
fee. 2/10 
GOOD NE 4-RM DUPLEX. Kids, pets OK, $130. 
....-call262-1i51, Valley Rentals, $30 fee, 2/10 
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE house 
$110/month. Call Jocl277-3230 or 255-3608. 2/14 
ROOMMATE NEEDED, CALL 266-9222, $80.00 
momhly. · 2/10 
5. FORSALE 
DELUXE MICROWAVE LARGE oven touchmatic, 
prob~, memory. No down payment, assume small 
monlhly payments. 268-439J. 2/13 
FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewing machine makes 
bullonholes, embroiders, darns. Blind stitches 
without atlachmcnts, $27,50 and take machine. 266-
5871. 2113 
LOWEST PRICE RECORDS & t3pes In New 
Mexico. Natural Sound continues its "mellow down 
easy" sale--all6.981i~t LP's, 3.99, al17.9B list LP's, 
4.99. Higher lisi LP1s and all tapes, $1.00 off. 
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119 Harvard SE 
Store Only, ucross frorn Hippo Icc Cream. 2/24 
LEICA FOCOMATIC ENLARGER, $250. Used 
35mm to 21A square enlarger, $49.95. New 
enlargers, 3.5 lo2 11.., $69.96 and $89.95.8 X_IO trays, 
three for $4, Other darkroom and proce:r.smg stuff. 
Spol cash for cameras, lens, photo items. Wilson 
Camera, 3107 Central NE. 2110 
1977 GUILD D-25 ACOUSTIC w/case cherry finish 
$275.00 cost $375.00 new. 292-3087 after 5:30. 2113 
FOR SALE:· 1976 Fiat 131, 5-spccd, excellent con-
dition, low mileage, Sony AM-PM stereo cassetlc. 
Call Barry, 877-7881. 2113 
PEUGEOT 10-SPEED, STRAIGHT handle bars, 
down-tube fraille, excellent condition, .$60. Larry, 
883-7262 a rter I :00. 2113 
NO DOWN PAYMENT Sansui receiver, 100 walls, 
cassette or 8 track player. Fronollc 6-way speaker, 
magnetic turntable, assume small monthly 
payments. 266-5871 2113 
SEARS KENMORE SEWING machine for sale. 243-
4088. 2/IS 
TWO PAlRS OF K-2 ski boots, size 9!tl $35, size 4, 
$25. Like new. 345.0959. 2110 
10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed layaway, color 
television. Brand new guarantee, do down payment, 
small monthly payments until balance is paid orr. 
266-5812- 2113 
1978 KIRBY CLASSIC 111, commercial model with 
shag rake and auachmcnts, llfcllme factory 
warranty, take oYer small payments. 266-5871. 2113 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru 
Fcbnmry. Delta Mark lOB $39.9.5: Megaspark 400 
$42.95; Tiger SST $34.95. 268-5490. Eleclronic 
Ignition Sales. 2/17 
SONY TRINITRON, AUTOMATIC one button fine 
tuning, big screen, factory warrant)'. 268-4393. 2/14 
PIONEER COMPLETE STEREO. Big King Kong 
speakers, magnetic turntable & hightrade cartridge 
ca~elle recorder. Assume small monthly payments. 
268-4394. 2/14 
TAPPAN DELUXE MICROWAVE- touch-malic 
browning element, large oven adjustable shelves, 
automatic defrost, memory mke up. Small monthly 
payments. 266-5871. 2/14 
COMMERCIAL KIRBY CLASSIC. Must sell, big 
molar attachments noor waxer & polbher, take over 
payments: I ill balance paid orr. 268-4394. 2/14 
SJNGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not 
claimed. Equipped to butlonhole, zig zag. Pay 
$16.00 and lake machine. 266-5872. 2/14 
6. EMPl .. OYMENT 
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only. 
Afternoons and eYenings, Must be able 10 work 
Friday and Saturday nighls. Must be 21 years old. 
Apply in person, no phone catls please, SaYe-Way 
Liquor Stores at .5704 Lqmas NE, 5S 16 Menaul NE. 
2/17 
POSITION FOR INTERNATIONAL Center 
Director. Application aYailable at 1808 las lo~as 
NE, 10-12 & 14:~0! or 1717 Roma NE. Deadline 
March 31 ; 1978. 2123 
PART-TIME JOB: SALES, flexible hours, good pay. 
Possible full-timC summer. Call Phil Franczyk. 
CLU. 883·5360, 2117 
MEN!-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! American, 
Foreign. No experJence required. Excellent pay. 
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00 
for information to SEAPAX, Dept, 0-10, Box2049, 
Port Angeles, Washington 98362, 2/10 
8. MISCELLANEOUS 
CHEAP WATERBEDSI Water Trips $89.95 buys 
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3) 
foam comfort pad, 4) BllY size matlress wilh 3-year 
guarantee: $89,95.3407 Central NE. 25.5-2289. 2/23 
OANCE!! FEBRUARY 19,1978, 3pm-7pm 
American L!!gion Hall, 1201 Mouncain Rd. NE. 
Music by Spinning Wheel, $6 a couple, $3 single 
tickets available at nil Tlckerm~ster locations. 2/10 
·TaDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS time 
. 41 Coveted 
1 Utter fa1lur,e status 
5 Car dealers 43 Furnishes 
auto: lnfor- with seeds 
9 Smal 11 1 t 44 Southern rna Pan bread 
14 ~~~her of 45 r;~gkfast 
Pollux . 46 Musical 
15 Verdant 1~le symbols 
16 West lnd1es 49 Royal family 
country. member 
1 7 At any .11me 53 Flower 
18 Resulting . 54 Suffering 
state: Suffix 55 Golden Calf 
19 Fur-bearer 56 The very 20 The "D"of 
"DC., best 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
Thu Solved~ 
· · 57 Small one 22 Delay 58 Roman supplier suddenly 
23 Setii!'J down tyrant 10 Succession 36 Nickels and 
24 Public 59 Wed of light dimes 
esteem 60 s . h sounds 
25 Unruffled s~~~!~ 11 Femini.ne 37 Cavorting 
28 Go different 61 Biting insect ·name: 3Q Ceased 
· ways . 12 Chanot 40 Ske I ch 
32 Was in- route 42 Supernatural 
formed of DOWN 13 Encircle bei'hg 
33 Attended a 21 Tear 43 Publishes 
meeting: 2 1 Rushed off 22 Fast 45 Salt solution 
words 2 Tribe of 24 Pays honor 46 Make head-
34 Whale Israel to way against 
group 3 Shelley's 25 Ewe 4 7 Polynesian 
compost- 26 Fisnerman dance 35 Ancient 
Greek city 
36 Healed 
37 Equal: 
Prefix 
38 Dynamo 
designers: 
Abbr. 
39 Open 
wounds 
40 Preceding in 
lions 27 Move up- 48 Perched 
4 Associates ward 49 Saul qf Tar-
5 Death 28 Pakistan sus 
6 Standing garment: 50 B blical 
upright Var. 1 
29 Anew pla_ce. 
7 Aromatic 30 Old playing 51 Rail bird 
plant card 52 Narrow 
8 Toronto's 31 Arabian ti- opening 
prov. ties 54 Expenenced 
9 Footwear 33 Increase One 
New Mexico Daily Lobo 
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Da_ily 
Lobo times(s) beginning · .' under. thehea~mg 
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housmg; 
5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous. Want Ads say it 
in a Big Wayl! 
Classified Advertising Rates 
·- 15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge 
Terms Cash in advance 
Enclosed $ ____ Placed by ------Telephone, ____ _ 
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. 
Monday thru Friday 
Marron Hall, Room 105 
Mail To 
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 
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,__c:k'-The Community Colleg 
C.' Alumni Support 
Branch Idea 
ByD.M.FLYNN 
LOBO News Editor 
A community college in Albuquerque should be a UNM branch, 
Peggy Richie, Alumni president said at a meeting of the Alumni 
Association. The association voted unanimously to support Richie's 
position. 
Richie said the University has the administrative resources to 
operate the community college and would give its associate degree 
. reciepients the prestigee of a UNM degree. 
An independent community college will have to begin building a1 
computer center, registration office, medical and social centers, she· 
said in a press conference. · 
When asked about the dispute over the community college between 
· UNM President William E. Davis and members of the Chamber of 
Commerce, Richie said, "I think the chamber should be more sup-
portive of the University." 
"The anti-UNM feelings of the Chamber leadership surprise me," 
she said. Although Chamber leadership has "blasted" the Univer-
sity's lobbying efforts, "I heartily second the Regents' endorsement of 
the university's right to make its views know in the legislature." 
Richie said the Alumni were not acting as a rubber stamp for the 
University's administration, "If we had wanted to be a rubber stamp 
for the University, we would have done it two months ago." 
If the proposed community college is approved by the legislature as 
(cont. on page 
New Mexico 
DAILY 
Monday, February 13,1978 
'A lot of 
Senators 
recognize 
it would be 
expensive.' 
House Paves 
College Path 
House Bill 130 authorizing the creation of an independent com-
munity college was approved Sunday by• the state House of 
Representatives in a vote of 44 to 22. 
HB 129, allowing the purchase of University of Albuquerque, was 
also approved by a vote of 5 I to 17. 
The approval came despite last-minute lobbying by UNM officials 
against the proposal. The bill must be approved by the Senate before it 
becomes law. 
UNM Board of Regents President Henry Jaramillo said he is op-
timistic that the Senate would not approve the independent college 
proposal. "A lot of senators recognize the fact that it would be very 
expensive, whereas branch college are more. or less self-supporting," 
he said. 
HB 130 authorizes an independent community college by expanding 
T-VI curricula to include academic courses. The college would offer 
associate degrees. The bill also appropriates $3 million for the first 
year the college operates. . 
HB 129 allows the state Board of Finance to issue $8 million in 
severance tax bonds for the purcha~e ofU of A. 
The University has opposed an independent college contending that 
making the college a branch of UNM would save money and be more 
educationally sound. 
If the Senate approves the bill, the independent college will liegin 
operation in Fall 1978. 
. . 
••• 
It is better to be a square 
peg in a round hole, less 
chance of getting stuck. 
"Our annual report ... 
lists 177 countries 
where there are human 
rights violations." \ -
"i - -
"We work for the 
release of people whom 
we call prisoners of 
conscience." 
Maggie Beirne Janet Johnstone 
Group Aids Political Prisone·rs~~~-
By JANE QUESNEL 
LOBO Staff Writer 
[Editor's Note: This is the first of 
a two-part series on Amnesty 
International, a London-based 
organization that won the Nobel 
Peace Prize on 1977. I 
Like ships that pass m tne nlgJJt, 
Janet Johnstone of San Francisco 
and Maggie Beirne of London met 
in Albuquerque to spend a day with 
Amy Conger of the local chapter of 
Amnesty International (AI). 
Beirne, currently on a year's leave 
from her group, is touring the 
organization's American chapters, 
while Johnstone came specifically 
to visit Albuquerque's chapter, 
then went on to start one in Santa 
Fe. The trio visited the LOBO 
office to discuss the aims and goals 
of Amnesty International. 
"We work for the release of 
people whom we call prisoners of 
conscience," explained Johnstone, 
"Those who get arrested because of 
their political or religious beliefs, 
their race, their background, or 
their sex, -provided they haven't 
used violence. Then we have a 
second prong of work, a campaign 
for the abolition of torture, and the 
death penalty." 
"Our Annual Report this 
December," said Beirne, "Lists 177 
countries including the U.S. where 
tiH:te are human rights violations 
which fit within these categories, 
and where we have taken some 
action.·· 
Founded in London in 1961, 
Amnesty International was 
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 
1977. With members in 105 
countries, and offices in 35 of these 
countries, AI has witnessed a 
personal growth, both in general 
awareness of its function and in its 
membership. 
In addition to operating ex-
penses, AI maintains a small staff, 
the remainder of the organization 
being comprised of volunteers who 
raise their own funds. Although it 
depends largely on donations, the 
group has very strict guidelines 
regarding its doners, in order to 
preserve its financial impartiality. 
The cases a group works with 
come from a politically balanced 
spectrum of countries. When a 
prisoner is sponsored by a group, 
he is ''adopted." Often this 
relationship extends to the family 
of the prisoner, providing relief 
during his confinement and aid 
even after this release has been 
achieved. In this type of long-term 
committment, AI tries to form 
groups they are confident will stay 
together. 
"One thing that's important," 
Conger stressed "ls that we don't 
work for people in our own 
country, because we are an im- portant if a government is receiving was taken away at the time their 
partial, independent organization. letters from outside, from a dif-
That 1
-s so we don't. have to get f 1 1 "~h h h child was three weeks old. His wife, eren coun ry. r en t ey ave to 
involved in political issues locally, sit back and say, 'My God, these ;!~~. ish:s t~:~~e~h:t ~~: !~:~eicao~ 
and mount international pressure. people know.' " 
We have groups in Moscow, Korea, Currently between. cases, the communication about him. 
and Peru. If these people worked Albuquerque group is involved with The other case is a black student 
On Cases l'n the1'r own countri'es, 1't t d t' Th f' · in Cameroon. He was arrested wo a op wns. e ust case IS a 
would be very dangerous for them, man in Morocco who haas been in during a student demonstration two 
so it also acts a~ a safeguard.'' •0Iitary confinement for five years. years ago, and the group has been 
Jackson said. "fnr intcrna:k.n,d Married to a North American, he unable to obtain any information 
pressure, I think it\ m•>rc im- about him. 
KUNM D.rives for NPR 
By TIM GAI.LAGHER 
LOBO Editor 
KUNM, the University's studerH-operat.ed FM radio' 
station, has started a drive that its directors think will 
enable it to reach more than just students. -
In the works at KUNM for some time, is a drive to 
bring National Public Radio (NPR) programming 
back to Albuquerque. 
NPR is headquartered in Washington D.C., and its 
programs are syndicated on :.lations across the 
country. Until · last September, listeners in 
Albuquerque and the northern part of the New Mexcio 
could hear NPR programs on KIPC-FM, but that 
station folded last year. . 
KUNM decided to try and pick up the programs and 
has started a drive to gain the necessary support. 
First, public appeals for letters of support were 
broadcast. The appeals ask for letters to the station 
and to ASUNM and the Graduate Student 
Association. Funding from both these organizations i•: 
necessary for KUNM to meet the requirements o 
NPR. KUNM program director Mike Regan said the 
station has received about 300 letters of support so far 
and "a lot of them are from out-of-town.'' 
The other part of the drive is a petition on the mall 
which Regan said was signed by about I ,500 persons 
and will be presented to ASUNM and GSA. 
Regan said that to qualify for NPR, the station must 
meet three requirements- budget, staff and power. 
"The power requirement we have no trouble with," 
said Regan. And he said that although NPR requires 
its affiliates to have five full time workers and KUNM 
has only three, plans are in the works to hire the 
necessary two. 
It io, the budget requirement that conerns the station 
operator~. Regan said NPR requires an anr1Ual budget 
of $80,000. KUNM received $62,000 total from 
ASUNM and GSA last year and added with its 
equipment, was able to meet the $80,000 required. 
But there have been rumblings in the ASUNM 
.~nate this year that organi7ation.l whkh receile the 
largest appropriations mig hi have tn he cut in 0rd~r to 
. !cont. on page 61 
---------------:------------~~-------
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Wildlife Curiosity Fatal 
When Trash Abounds 
e WASHINGTON. (UP!) - Endangered Brown Pelicans have died World NewS, 
.o agonizing deaths with their feet and heads tangled in plastic six-pack 
~ binders and porcupine starve with their heads trapped in empty tin cans a 
c5 wildlife group said Sunday. ' In Coal Strike t:O The Defenders of Wildlife said birds are· curious about six-pack binders 3 and often nibble or dive at them. Michigan biologis(s reported a Canada' 
b Goose with a six-pack plastic ring loosely fitted over his neck' was aban-8 do ned by his mate and family which found "the trash i:lecoration bizarre." 
0 Birds also use the pull tabs for nesting material which later can harm 
-~ their young. ~ 
Veto Aids Accord 
:::;; 
~ 
" z
N'' 
A surprising variety of delicatessen, 
1512 Wy . European and green salads 
ol11l top our unique, healthy 
a I il,.., '1')9 11~ g':~t~~ental breakfa 
~~ '' ~ .> quick coffee break 
· ~: ~~ take-outs and 
''
11
"-'-ll<- ~ ~ sandwiches are 
~ '? new features. 
~'% ~1n 298-0646 
~ ~ 
BY UNITED PRESS IN-
TERNATIONAL 
Striking coal miners Sunday said 
their bargaining council's rejection 
of a wage contract proposal ac-
tually helps speed an eventual 
settlement. 
Some industry sour~es agreed 
with the appraisal. 
The tentative agreement was 
rejected in Was)1iiigton Sunday by 
the United Mine workers' 
bargaining council by a 30-6 vote. 
Had it been accepted, miners 
said, it would have been sent to the 
rank and file union members for a 
ratification vote by secret ballot, a 
process that required I 0 to 14 days, 
and would have been rejected 
overwhelmingly. 
"The miners didn't want any 
part of it. They were 100 per cent 
opposed to the entire package,'' 
said Ronald Lockhart, president of 
UMW Local 6003 At Beckley, W. 
Va. 
"The rejection probably was a 
. 
African Opera 
Naw Dp n ~!.~~~"~,,!,~"!~~,~~~~ 
•lly! official said Friday that Pretoria's planned $53 million opera house will be 
for whites only because blacks don't appreciate opera music. 
"They (blacks) don't believe in the same sort of entertainment as we 
do," Sybra:1d Van Niekerk, administrator of the transvaal province said in Camp lete Ke raxinn. announcing the ban on blacks at the new opera house, due to open in t9so. 
~ "They do war dances, etcetera," he said. Ditta & Mimeanraphinn Van Niekerk's statement touched off a hew nationwide debate on the 
~ ~ while regime's apartheid policies of segregation in the arts. 
Phata Pracessinra Joe Latakgomon, assistant editor of Soweto's black newspaper the Post 
FISUNM -- established last year when the daily The World was banned -- com-mented: 
"I can't remember when last! saw a war dance." Duplicatinr:. Center The controversy recallep that surrounding the integration of Cape 
Town's Nico Malan Opera House five years ago in which white opera-
Raam 2t5 SUB 277 • 552 B goers joined a boycott of performances until the provincial council opened 
[ C f C d 15 I) the theater's doors to blacks. a ra•• ram asa II' . a Hawver, Van Nierkerk said the blacks in Cape Town "have the same 
cultural background (as the whites) and also have drama, opera and 
51' per c:apy far 8 tj2 K 11 ballet." . . , • 
S" per c:apy far a K 14 Latakgomo countered, "there is a flourishing theater life in Soweto 
[t•n capi•• ar 1•••1 despite the lack of facilities and has produced actors like John Kani and 
Winston Ntshona who have performed very successfully in London and 
2' per c:apy far a 1j2 K 11 New York." 
4" per c:apy far a K 14 "The people of Soweto want to see and appreciate good theater and 
] good music, also classical theater and music." he said. "Not everyone will [mar• than t•n capi••· initial ~apy 2Dc go to an opera, of course, but nor will all whites. ~===::::::::::::::::::::::::=======::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::' "And if the standard is high the black theater-lovers won't mind paying 
the price of the tickets.'' he said. "Money won't be the problem," 
r------------------------------
"" . ; 111~:, Restaurant 
2900 Central S.E. 265-1669 
Free Carrot Cake! 
With Purchase of Any Menu Item of $2.00 
or More Per Person and This Coupon 
. - -, 
I 
I 
OFFER GOOD ANY DAY AFTER 4:00P.M. 1 
EXPIRES FEBRUARY 28, 1978 1 'L-----~~~~~~~~~----~------~~~.J I _____________ _ 
The Rand Daily Mail said Van Nierkerk's statement created an "in-
congruous situation that makes nonsense of theeteeeeeeeeteeteeheee level 
of racial mixing we are now achieving on the sports fields, or around other 
civic amenities, like libraries and public parks." 
The Mail said it asked Van Nierkerk how his attitude on the opera house 
c9uld be reconciled with the government's stated policy of moving away 
from discrimination on the basis of color. 
"I don't know about that policy." Van Niekerk said. "! don't know 
about discrimination." 
Douglas Gibson, leader of the opposition progressive federal party in the 
Transvaal Provincial Council, opposed the council decision and said: 
"Nowhere in the civilized world can people under~tand how a gover-
nment can spend funds contributed by ther whites and the blacks to erect 
buildings from which black people are barred." 
'r:.r;z~. N M Public Interest 
-. • Research Group 
(NMPIRG) 
Availability Of Refund 
The NMPIRG is funded by $2.00 out of each 
semester's activity fee. 
• Amount of refund- '2'' 
• Refund Period- Feb. 13-Feb. 24 
• Location of refund- SUB Box Office 
• How to obtain refund- Show Student 10 
Advantages of paying s2oo to NMPlRG 
1. Membership in a nation-wide organization working with 
your interest in mind 
2. Free adv1ce on consume1, social and environmental 
problems 
3. Free literature pertaining to NMPIRG projects 
Renters Guide, Grocery Survey, Birth Control, Energy Cons. 
Handbook, And Many Many More 
Disadvantages of collecting refund 
1. Ineligibility to vote or run for NMPIRG board of directors 
2. Non support of NMPIRG's consumer, social and environ· 
mental proJects 
This advertisement is in no way meant to discourage the 
exercise of your right to a refund, but simply to inform you of 
its availability. If you have any questions or comments, 
please call NMPIRG at 277-2757 or visit the office at 139 Har-
vard SE. 
.. 
good thing. It means they can get 
back to the bargaining table 
sooner," said Don E. Hollern, · 
general manager of Monongahela 
Power, a major West Virginia , 
utility. 
"The miners were opposed to 
it," Hollen said. "ff the bargainjng 
council had approved the contract, 
it would only have extended the 
strike." 
State officials expressed concern 
over the growing energy crisis 
resulting from dwindling utility 
coal stockpiles. 
West Virginia Gov. Jay 
Rockefeller said he was disturbed 
and concerned about the situation. 
He renewed a plea for West 
Virginians to conserve energy. 
In Indiana, William J. Watt, aide 
to Gov. Otis R. Bowen, said the 
contract rejection left most of the 
nation in a worsening position. 
"I guess that me'ans we're back 
on square one and sinking," said 
Watt, who serves as Bowen's 
assistant for energy matters. 
Kentucky acting Gov. Thelma 
Stovall said the rejection meant 
Kentuckians will be "hurting if the 
weather slays as bad as it is." 
"It looks like we' 11 be turning 
down our therioostats," said Mrs. 
·stovall. · 
Dual-Income. 
Households 
Hit Market 
WASHINGTON (UP!) 
Affluent housebolds- with -.both, a 
working, career-trained husband 
and wife constitute an important 
new spending group, Business 
Week Magazine said Sunday. 
"The rise of the double-income 
family is the most signi ticant 
change to hit consumer marketing 
in a decade,'' it quoted a Los 
Angeles department store executive 
as saying. 
In 1976, 63 per cent of the 9.6 
million U.S. families with incomes 
of more than $25,000 had a 
working husband and wife, 
~ompared with 42 per cent of tho~e 
hou~cholds in 1967, Busine~s Week 
reported in its Feb. 20 bsue. 
The magazine ~tressed, 
"Marketers need new strategies 
became the afnuent, dual-income 
family docs not merely .>pend more 
money. It spends money dif-
ferently, and Ih·csdifferently." 
For example, a family that has a 
'wi l'e with a $15,000 salary and a 
hu'>band earning $20,000, usually 
employs more household help than 
do families whose $35,000 income 
comes from a single breadwinner, it 
said. 
The dual-income family also 
entertains at home less, searches for 
lime-saving products and may 
remain childless. 
The family with two incomes also 
changes marketers' concepts of a 
husband making decisions on 
major purchases, it said. 
New Mexico 
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255-6046 
6601 Lomas NE 
(Behind the Fairgrounds between 
San Pedro and Louisiana) 
8524/ndiln School NE 
3920 Cenfrtll SE 
6301 Mensul NE 
offer good at all three Alfie $locations 
ITRI.aiAN 
~A'fSO 
SUBS 
HoL~s: 
10-10 Mon-Sat 
12-7 Sun 
2206 Centml SE 
For outgoing orders call 
'-"··· ..... Giant burger 
Get One Free With This Ad 
Featuring Quality Food 
and Speedy Service 
8516 CentraJ, ..... wrommal255-6130 
Home Of The Sack Lunch Special 
USE OUR CONVENIENT 
!lRIVE UP WINDOW 
2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN 
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH 
FRIES, BEVERAGE REG. $1.44 VALUE 
, AT 1830 LOMAS AT VALE. 
OTHER LOCATIONS: 
5431 Central NW 
10015 CENTRAL NE 
MONTGOMERY & 
WITH THIS COUPoN 
REDEEM AT 1830 
Expires Febru 
JUANTABO 
HOURS: 
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM 
SUN, THRU THURS. 
11:00AMTO 11:00PM 
FRI. & SAT. 
. 
Happy Valentines Day 
C Bi'ing your valentine to lunch. Buy 
one sandwich and get the second of 
equal value for just lc (excluding 
Crown, Inflation, Health Spa, and 
Posh) 
Valid lOam-closing with coupon Expires Feb.17 · 
tj21b. Hamburraer 
tDD% Pure Beef 
&!I' with caupan 
reraular SD' •ave 2t11 
EHpir•• Sunday. 2-12-78 
1 Allie Order 1.29 
2 pieces of nsh, ltench lties, 
I. crunchies 
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The Sutin Ruling 
[L[fU11~[!4~ 
~[J)[J1J())[!4[)Af!.~ 
())~[)~[)())~~ 
Stat~tory Rape or Boy's Education? 
. Con: by Debbie Levy Pro: by Rachel Dixon 
Well, it's the old double-standard again. 
Last week, the New Mexico State Court 
of Appeals overturned a ruling that a 23-
year-old woman who had sexual intercouse 
with a 15-yea r-old boy was contributing to 
the delinquency of a minor. Judge Lewis 
Sutin of the Court of Appeals went so far 
as to say that, in fact, she was "con-
tributing to his education and future horne 
life." 
What if the sexes of the involved parties 
were switched? What if a 23-year-old man 
had sexual relations with a consenting 15-
year-old female? Whether. or not the girl 
consented, the man would be guilty of 
. statutory rape according to state law. Isn't 
that law a bit prejudiced? A little one-sided; · 
perhaps? In vie of the decision of the State 
Court of Appeals, isn't it outdated? 
Shouldn't that law be wiped from the 
books? Isn't a woman entitled to a little 
"education" somewhere along the road to 
maturity? 
In subsequent comments to the press, 
Judge Sutin said the court's ruling should 
apply to both sexes. Perhaps that 
statement was made in retrospect; perhaps 
the good judge realized that he would have 
every woman past her first menstrual cycle 
pounding on his door shouting for equality 
of the sexes. 
It has long been the custom in American. 
society to take the young pubescent male 
at a certain point when he is magically 
"ready" and introduce him to the residents 
Letters 
of the neighborhood whorehouse and all 
the trimmings that go with them. Once he 
has been initiated, he can pursue an early 
career of "sowing wild oats." 
His female counterpart, on the other 
··hand, is expected by her parents to be pure" 
as the driven snow, to use a very effective 
cliche. Even in this age of sexual freedom, a 
girl is still her daddy's little baby and he~ 
mother's perfect child. 
Judge Sutin's ruling is continuing tha 
custom of a double-standard. 
Who is to say which route is the better 
one? Should we all, male and female alike, 
engage in sexual relations as teenagers? Or 
should we all have locks on our chastity 
belts until we are legally adults? 
If there is a law "protecting" females 
under the age of 16 from the unscrupulous 
wiles of the male population, why is there 
not a similar protecting young males from 
the equally devious females? Conversely, if 
there is no law concerning the sex lives of 
underage males, why has the state taken 
upon itself to the guardian angel of un-
deraged females? 
Corrie on, guys, get serious. Let's be 
consistent. We're not saying a law 
prot~rcting both· males and females is 
wrong, nor that no law for neither is wrong. 
What we question is that omnipresent 
double-standard of which Americans seem 
so fond. 
What's good for the goose is good for 
the gander. Or vice versa. 
At long last, America and its judicial 
system is beginning to show some sense 
as far as cases between men and women 
are concerned. 
Already I can hear the squawks of 
outrage from both the ranks of men and 
women alike. The men will be screeching 
"double standard:' and the women will be 
bellowing for their equal rights to b!J 
charged with raping a man. 
On the surface, the ruling may seem to 
be a double standard. It appears to approve 
of a woman having sex with a boy who is 
under age, while it is considered statutory 
rape for a man to have sexual intercourse 
with a girl who is under age,with or without 
her consent. 
But look at the biological facts un-
derlying this issue - men, obviously, are 
different from women. Women, of course, 
are equal to men but the sexes are not 
alike. The sexes are equal but different. 
Indeed, where did the notion ever come 
up that "equal" means "same?" Now here 
is the ruling that agrees with this idea; the 
ruling reflects the fact that men and women 
are different and the same laws cannot, in 
some cases, apply the same way in the 
same manner to each sex. In short, what is 
sauce for the goose is not sauce for the 
gander. 
Let us examine some of these differences 
between men and women which seem to 
be of significant importance as far as this 
legal question is concerned. 
DOONESBURY 
Nuclear Power Favored 
Editor: 
~his is in response to the LOBO editorial of Feb. 8, 
entrtled "People Power." I would simply like to make a 
few comments and pose a few questions. 
demonstrated retrievability of all wastes is maintained 
throughout. Did anyone ask that the ability of the 
airplane to fly be demonstrated before one was built? 
But none of this matters. The voters will decide 
what they have to live with. How will they decide? If 
the experts do more tests and still find the WIPP to be 
a safe experiment, will the voters believe them then? 
How many more tests? What kind of tests? If the New 
Mexico voters strll vote no, will another state vote yes? 
If no state will accept the waste, what can be done 
with it then? We already have the waste. We all have 
to live with it already. 
It is a fact that a woman can be raped. 
M~n's strength admittedly is more and a 
woman can be physically overcome by a 
man, without her consent. In the case of 
statutory rape where the man says the girl 
consented to the intercourse is not a valid 
point in this argument - the judge will _ 
consider the individual circumstances. The 
· point is a woman can be forced to have 
physical intercourse with a man. A man 
cannot. 
Men's bodies speak eloquently for their 
feelings; in fact, many male friends say that 
in an arousing situation, it is very difficult to 
hide their feelings. 
In a situation where a woman is trying to 
"rape" a man, the first indication of arousal 
in the man shoi(Vs that the man is no longer 
fighting the circumstances - he is, in fact, 
enjoying the situation and desires the 
fulfillment. 
Sexual intercourse cannot take place 
without an aroused man. Arousal in a man 
indicates desire - and rape is not a desire. 
Men do not become mindless beasts 
with only sexual satisfaction on their sex-
starved minds if one strokes their fur a 
certain way, and if I were a man, I should 
certainly resent that implication. I 
maintain that Sutin's ruling is one of the 
first to step out with judicial decisions that 
pave the way to a new and better approach 
to the difference between men ad women .. 
Vive le difference! 
by Garry Trudeau 
It is no doubt that the editors and "many people" 
have'" doubts as to the safety" of the Waste Isolation 
Pilot Project proposed near Carlsbad. "Many people," 
including newspaper editors, once had "doubts as to 
the safety" of meteor showers. After educating 
themselves a· little, however, their doubts faded, and 
now "many people" brave the wee hours of the 
morning to observe meteror showers. The Germans 
have been burying radioactive wastes in a salt mine for 
over ten years. They even open their waste facility to 
public tours. If anyone would like to go on this tour, 
advance reservations will be necessary, since so 
"many people" are wanting to brave the threats of 
what awesome killer, radioactivity. 
I have one last question to ask. Why are we wasting 
so much time bickering about something as trivial as 
low- and intermediate-level radioactive waste 
disp.osal, whe~ we live in a world that is so ridiculously 
prolrferated wrth nuclear weapons, that we are doing 
nothing but sitting around waiting for an accident or 
something worse to occur? After all, the WIPP's 
OH..OH •. 
The editors would like to see more testing for 
harmful effects before any radioactive wastes are 
buried. Do they not realized that the WIPP is exactly 
that? WIPP is a 25-year experiment in which 
primary design purpose is to handle the large and 
rapidly growing inventory of weapons generated 
waste. 
Clint Shrrley 
Teenagers With Brains 
Editor:-
A recent Gallup poll indicates that American 
teenagers have failed to learn the democracy myth. 
This has been called "appalling ignorance of the 
political system" by some people. It has caused a furor 
in the education system where it is believed that poor 
civics classes are to blame. Contrary to the 
educational and media contention that this poll in-
dicates an "abyss of ignorance" the Slumber Party 
believes that this poll indicates the amazing insight of 
modern American teenagers. 
Take, for example, the fact that 11 per cent of the 
students surveyed could not describe how the 
president is chosen. I am middle·aged, college-
educated, widely-red, politically very aware and I 
don't know how the president is chosen. Sure I can 
rattle off the civics class myths: the primary, the 
general election, the electoral college, ad nauseam. 
That has nothing to do with choosing the president. 
The "masses" only find out who the presidential 
candidates are long after they are "chosen." The 
public does not "choose" the president, but merely 
"endorses" the choice of others. This same process of 
endorsement holds for most other political "choices'' 
as well. So much for the myth of choosing the 
president. 
Probably the most striking testimonial to the insight 
of America's teenagers is, to quote the report, "The 
majority fo both college and non college bound 
students believe the American society is democratic in 
name only and that special interests run the political 
majority With little participation by the mass of 
American citizens." That is ignorance? Sounds like a 
whole lot of reality to us. 
Some people would have us believe that because 
the politicos in Washington are listening to a bunch of 
angry farmers they are responsive to we the people. 
These same politicos also listen to the Boy Scout 
Troop from Podunk and the Exxon representative. So 
what if they listen. It is what they do that gives people 
the idea that politicos are run by special interests. In 
America money speaks and when big money speaks, 
Washington (or Sante Fe) listens. American teenagers 
are very aware of this and thus it should come as no 
surprise that they don't give a God bless America who 
their so-called representative in Washington is. 
Kenneth Kietzke 
Slumber Party 
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Play-by-Play 
-Big Red Knows 
by D.M. Flynn 
I got to wondering about the community college. Every body is fighting 
over it, especially the Chamber of Commerce and UJ'\IM wants to control it 
for obvious reasons. But why is the chamber so adamant about having an 
independent community college? · 
I called on Big Red, figuring he should know. Red manages, somehow, 
to get the inside dope on all these controversi&l issues. 
He said the bigwigs of the chamber got together to formulate a plan of 
attack. They want the college to be at the present site 'of the University of 
Albuquerque. 
Th'e state buys the facility, U of A and then the chamber, by some quirk, 
takes over. That's what Red told me. 
"But w~at are they going to do with all those buildings and stuff," I 
asked Red Ignorantly. 
"Well; the Chamber of Commerce is another name for Albuquerque 
businesses. When you think of Albuquerque businesses what comes to 
mind first?" 
I tol~ him the only things I could think of were burger joints, motels and 
gas statiOns. 
"You've missed the whole point, Flynn. The big thing now is centralized 
merchandise distribution." 
Well, I was miffed by the comment on my perceptiveness. But, on the 
other hand, I was interested in this centralizing stuff. "What's that?" 
"Winrock and Coronado are just the beginning of a mass system of 
C.M.D., that's the centralized merchandise distribution. In other words, 
shopping centers -about five big ones all around the city. 
"The chamber is going to make U of A a shopping center, adapting the 
facilities so that they can be used as speciality stores. It'll be real cheap, 
since they won't even have to change the sign at the entrance very much." 
How do you figure that, Red?" 
"It's obvious, Flynn. They name the shopping center 'Universe City, 
Albuquerque' and all they have to do is replace a few letters." 
With that settled I moved on to ask Red what specialty stores could 
move into a university. ' 
"Well," he began, bored with my ineptitude, "take the gym." 
"I don't want the gym," I said. 
"l didn't mean you, dummy. For example, the gym could be an athletic 
department store. It already has the smell of old socks and mentholatum." 
"And," he droned, "the cafeteria could be a fast food place, the library 
a department store (maybe Neiman-Marcus), the chapel a pinball palace, 
the classrooms will be little shops and the administration building would be 
a music store." 
Red has to rush off to a lecture on "Catalysis of Polyphosphine 
Complexes of Platinum Metals" so I couldn't ask him if this was actually 
going to happen, I shudder at the thought. 
Later. 
• • • KUNM 
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A lecture of "Women and Work 
in Fo?r Cultures" will be given by 
the history department tonight at 
6:30 p.m. in the biology building, 
~oom 100. Guest speaker is Joan 
Jensen, from New Mexico State 
University. 
Gurdjieff Study I Wo~k Group 
meets 'Tuesday, Feb. 14 at 7:30 
p.m. at 211 12th St. NW. . 
Santa Fe Women who are UNM 
students students are eligible for a 
fellowship grant from the Santa Fe 
branch of the American 
Association of University Women: 
Applications and information are 
available at the Scholarship Office, 
Mesa Vista Hall. Deadline is Feb. 
28. 
The Student Organization for 
Latin American Studies will have 
an informal coffee Tuesday, Feb. 
14 at 2:30 p.m. in the Ortega 3rd 
floor lounge. 
Student Council for Exceptional 
Children will meet tonight at 7:30 
p.m. in Room 231 D and E of the 
SUB. Guest speaker is Jerry Stout. 
Delta Sigma Pi is hosting a talk 
with Sen. Pete Domenici Tuesday, 
Feb. 14 at 4:30 p.m. in Education 
101. 
IS-
A seminar on "Heavy Ion Beam 
Fusion Program" will be given 
Tuesday, Feb. 14 at 2 p.m. in Farris 
Engineering Center, Room 303. 
Speaker will be David Price. 
A husband and wife team will 
speak at the Kiva every day from 
Feb. 18 to Feb. 21 on psychological 
subjects. James Hilt'man will 
discuss Peer consciousness at 6:30 
p.m. Patricia Berry will discuss 
myths at 9 a.m. For further in-
formation, call the Department of 
Art Education at 277 4112. 
BOOK SALE 
Feb.l5-Mar. 6 
LIVING BATCH 
BOOKSTORE 
2406 Central S.E. 
(across from Johnson Gym) 
20%0ff 
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KUN M Programs ~ 
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"' ~onday ~
"' Noon - Album by Brazilian r;· 
vocalist Milton Nascimento is o 
featured. 0 
7:30 p.m. - ~ails: Ten Years ~ 
After: Produced m 1975, a look at r 
Wa~t~ before and after the 1975 g 
upnsmg. 0 
9 p.m. - Ralces y conclencla del :.n 
pueblo: Latin music and opinion. ::;. 
KUNM News daily at 9 a.m. and 2 
5 . ~ p.m. '< 
UP! News daily at I, 6, 8, II w 
a.m. and l and 9 p.m. _ 
Sports daily at 3 p.m. ~ 
00 
Regularly $2.98 
NOW 
!cont. from page 1) 
meet demands from more organizations requesting 
money, ·and the drop· in full-time students paying 
ASUNM fees. 
in the station from grad students. Books In Stock 1)4,[21\1:[2 131(7 [21:[) I)D.I 
Station manager Paul Mansfield said he hopes the 
senate won't opt for "an across-the-board blanket cut. 
I hope they will look at each organization individually. 
Regan said~if KUNM passes all the hurdles, NPR 
programs might be heard on the station as soon as late 
March. 30%0ff 
Parker's big, warm, 
friendly pen now at a 
special price. Choose 
ball pen or soft tip. "We're not asking ro anything more. Allwe want is 
the same thing we've had for two years " said 
Mansfield. ' 
KUNM received the largest appropriation of any 
grou p from the Senate last year -- $58,000. The 
station received another $4,000 from GSA and 
Mansfield sai~ he hoped to get that much, if not more, 
from GSA this year because of increased involvement 
. . . A I u m n i (cont. from pa •• , 
an independent entity, Richie said she will support the institution 
"I think we have to say we are going to take an active part." 
"It would be a facility that would be very useful to the young people 
in the state," she said. 
Stained Glass 
Sale 
All Stained Glass 20% Off 
One Week Only 
Antique Opaleseeut 
25Colors 21 Colors, including 
Reg. 33.55-36.50 , Pin It, Y clio\\', \\' hJ tc, Green, llllll! 1 H.cd, more! per square foot Reg. 83.25-35.25 NOW 8~.85-"5.~0 NOW 82.60-84.20 
New! Tools Cathedral 
H lknutlful C(llors Put tern Scf~surs 43tolors ltcg. 31 7.50 
HngiiHh Strculcy NOW"l3.50 Hcg. 31.8S-~2.90 
Hcg. ~S.:li5/&r. Ft. ,\:cw .\utomutlc-Sclf~ per square fhot NOW liJ.DO .. fi2.30 ~OW .. 4.30 Oillng('urbi<lc Cutler 
Reg. gt7.50 
NOll' 1113.50 
Sale Starts Sunday Feb. 12 
Ends Saturday Feb. 18 
Stained Glass Co. 
Of New Mexico 
5319 Meuaull\T.E. 883-1110 
Opettl\1 -S 10-6 
. Your 
exclusive 
shop for 
style & fashion 
Open 9:00 til? 
1978 Calendars 
Store Hours: 
M-Fl0-7 
Satl0-5 
Sun 1-5 
<f' THE PARKER PEN COMPANY 
Gift Department at 
UNM Bookstore 
(on campus) 
TIO 
VIVO 
It's A Hot Fudge Monday 
Have a Hot Fudge Sundae 
In The Sweet Shop 
We also have Frozen Yogurt, Shakes, 
... Cones & Splits 
tfhe Sweet Shop 
Ne'\v Mexico Union Food Service 
.) 
00 
..... 
0\ 
-
..... 
- Special ASUNM 
Election - Feb. 22 
(constitutional amendments) 
Pollworkers Urgently Needed 
10 minute mandatory meeting 
either Feb. 15 at 12:00 or 2:00 room 230 
or Feb. 16 at 2:00 room 230 
Absentee B~llots Available 
at the ASUNM Office Feb. 15-21 
.. 
r-················· .. ~ 
:do·it·yourself: 
• • • • 
: fram1ng : 
! supplies ! 
• • II Thousands of reec:ty-made ffWimes II 
• 
Pre-cut mate & mat bc:Nirds • 
Dexte< & X·Acto INII cuttora II Drv·mountlng t'I"MMI & materlala • 
Braquettes I Fr11111lng herdwere II Blenfang Non..GIM II 
Glare & non-glare glass II Old masters & contemporary prints II 
• 1 0°k Dlsc~unt to Students • 
: & Teachers with current I.D. : 
• POORMANS 
: PICTURE FRAMING L PICTURE FRAMING I READY-MADE FRAMES I FRAMING SUPPLIES 3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE. N.M. 87106 • 255-3239 
•••••••••••••••• 
, Make This A Special 
Valentine'sDayWith A Portrait 
From .Old West Photography 
Receive a 
Free Copy 
with Every 
Sitting 
Costumes Fit 
Over Clothing 
Receive a 
Free copy 
with Every 
Sitting 
Photos Ready 
In Minutes 
Old West Photogr_aphy 
323 Romero St. N W 13 
Old Town 842-8838 
(Offer Good Feb.l4th Only 
de Pana· ~, a. 
Dr. Anto'!io Bernal (standing) addresses audience. l080 photo by No.nc,y Nolo.n 
Panamanian Vows Fight 
By NICKI Jl'..ARST 
LOBO Staff Writer 
The Panamanians are going to continue to struggle 
against the U.S. military presence in the Canal Zone, 
whether or not the new treaty is ratified by Congress, 
Dr. Miguel Antonio Bernal said in a speech at the New 
Mexico Union. 
"We can never accept this treaty," Bernal said. The 
Panamanian people were given only 45 days, he said, 
to read and analyze it before they voted on it. 
Although the result of the vote was for the treaty, 
Bernal said hehad reason to believe that many people 
were coerced into voting for it and that some of the 
votes were changed by the government. 
Bernal disavowed the statement that President 
Carter made about Panama having a "constitutional" 
government. "It is a military regime," he said. 
He emphasized the treaty was agreed upon by the 
Torrijos regime and not by the informed people of 
Panama. He said Torrijos' government was "put into 
power by the U.S. government." 
More than 200 people who opposed the treaty have 
been exiled from Panama, Bernal said. Bernal, a 
former professor at the University of Panama, was 
exiled in 1976. 
The Panamanians who oppose the new treaty would 
still prefer the 1903 treaty, Bernal said. U.S. military 
bases and prisons were not provided for in the first 
treaty. "For this reason we can denounce it (the 1903 
treaty) in the United Nations," he said. 
"We don't want one single American soldier or 
military base in our country," Bernal said. "Our 
principle aspiration is to recover the canal and our 
land." 
After Bernal's talk the floor was opened to members 
of the audience who ardently defended their personal 
viewpoints. 
Professors Marshall Nason and Edwin Hoyt were 
among· those who expressed the view that the new 
treaty is at least a step towards independence for the 
Canal Zone. 
A Panamanian in the audience described 
discriminations practiced by the U.S. against the 
people of the Canal Zone during its early years. He 
said while the U.S. paid the Panamanian government 
for use of the Zone, it charged rent to the native 
residents of the area. He also asked the audience, 
"How would you like it if the Mississippi River was 
owned and operated by the British? 
Several members of the UNM chapter of the Young 
Socialist Alliance voiced their opinions against the 
treaty. 
Dr. Bernal's speech was sponsored jointly by the 
ASUNM Speaker's Committee and the Young 
Socialists, 
About 75 people attended the speech at the SUB 
Thursday night, and among those who took the floor 
slightly more than half were against the new treaty. 
All you need is love. 
I lOVE 
LEOBUSGGUA 
AWannAnd 
Wonderful 
Book About 
TheL~est 
Experience 
h1"tife 
House 
Considers 
Pot Bill 
Marijuana for Glaucoma and 
Chemotherapy treatment patients 
was one of the bills to have been 
considered by the State House of 
Representatives, Saturday. 
The bill, HB 329, would allow 
Glaucoma and Chemotherapy 
treatment patients to smoke 
manJuana under a doctor's 
supervision. It was passed Friday 
by the House Finance and 
Appropiations Committee. 
Do not pass Go- Do not collect $200°0 -
A 26-year old UNM student, 
Lynn Pierson, had brought his 
problem before the legislature. 
Pierson had told state legislators 
he smokes marijuana to help relieve 
the pain and nausea from the 
chemotherapy treatments 
But here's how to Drop a course after the 4th week •. 
Students who withdraw from a course or the University after the 4th week of classes are subject to 
grades of W if passing and grades ofF (NC for graduate students) if failing. Each grade will be assigned 
by the appropriate instructor. 
You are encouraged to talk with your professor concerning your current status before completing the 
withdrawal procedure. If you are failing and an F is to be assigned, you might find it to your 
advantage to reevaluate your decision to withdraw. Regardless of the withdrawal grade you must drop 
the course finally in Bandelier East (Registration Center). 
. 
Course withdrawals are processed only in the Registration Center-Bandelier Hall East. Withdrawals 
from the University are processed by the Dean of Students Office-1129 Mesa Vista Hall, 277-3361. 
Pierson said the drugs doctors 
gave him to ease the nausea and 
vomiting which accompany the 
chemotherapy treatments didn't 
work. The marijuana helps him 
overcome the side effects of 
chemotherapy treatments, he said. 
fustructions· 
Ho'W can you have Security and 
Understanding without knowing 
yourself? Take this free 
personality test Now! 
(+)plus means mostly yes 
or decidedly so. 
(m) means uncertain, maybe, 
· neither definitely yes or no. 
(-) minus means mostly 
··or decidedly no. 
Your answer to the question is in-
dicated by making a heavy mark 
between the two lines opP.osite the 
number of the question in the 
· column which will show your an-
swer. Please mark one. answer to 
each question. 
Questions start here. 
51, Can you start the ball rolling at a social gathering. 
52. Would you buy on credit and then hope lilut you could 
keep up the payments. 
53. Do you get an alter-reaction when something unexpected, 
such as <~,n accident or other disturbing incident takes 
place, 
54, Do )'OU consider the good o£ all concerned rather than 
your own personal advantage,. 
55, When hearing a lecture, do you feel that the speaker is 
referri:ng entirely to you. 
56. Can you allow external noises not to interfere with your 
concentration. 
57. Do you take full notice of current affairs. 
58. Could you confidently plan and work towards ·carrying 
out an event in six months ti.Qle. 
59. Should all murderers be cxecut~d. 
60. Do you tend to be careless and untidy. 
·-61. Do you ever get· a ••dream-like feeling towards ll£e, when 
all seems unreal. 
62. Do )UU speedily recover from the efft.'Cts of bad news. 
63. Should you critlse, do )-UU at the same time, try to en-
courage, 
64. Are :you overtly affectionate. 
65. Are your Ideas and opinions oot -important enough to 
mention to other people. 
66. Are )"JU so sure o£ yourself that you sometimes annoy 
1. Do you make thoughtless remarks or acctwttlons, which others. 
later you regret, 67_. Do you try to keep close contact with articles of yours, 
2, When other people get confused, ci'ln you remain fairl)· - which you have loaned to friends. 
compo~. 68. Do you have niany activities o£ your own choosing. 
3. Can you enJoy browsing through railway time tables, 69, Can· you feel whatever emotion you desire. 
directories, or dictionaries. 70 t 1 d ..__ h h 
• Do )nU comp ete y con emn any person ueco.use e as 4. When having to make a decision, wou)d.your judgement opposed you In some aspect of your relations with him. 
be swayed by your Ukes or dislikes of the personalities 7·1. Do you often sit and think about death or sickness or paln 
involved, nr !>Or row. 
5. Provided your health and Income would permil more, do 72,. Would the Prospect of•·Joss of dignity" upset you much.:, 
you intend two less children In your family. 73. Do you often put away things in the hope theY might be 
6. Do your mtJscies twitch without any obvia,us reasOn. useful later. 
101. Docs the youth of today haw more opporlunity than that 
of a generation ago. 
102, Do you discard articles only to discover that you nee-d 
them later. 
103, Would you give up ca~il)' on n given course, if it were 
causing you a considerable amount of inconvenicnc('", 
104. Are )QU really enthusiastic about only a few things. 
105. Do you easily trust the intentions or others. 
106. Do you sometimes wonder if an>·onc really care!t about 
you. 
107. Do you turn down responsibility because you doubt 
your ability to handle it, 
lOS. Do you sometimes feel compelled to respect some in· 
• resting item of oonversation, 
109, Do you handle a grievance without tending to exaggerate 
it. 
110. Is your facial expression varied rather than set. 
111. Do you need to justify any opinion of your~ once stated. 
119.. Is· it difficult for you to smile. 
U3. Would things have to be a lot worse before }1)U would 
consider suicide as: a solution. 
114. Would you consiJier yourself energetic in your attitude 
toward life. 
115, Does a disagreement affect your whole relationship with 
another person. 
11ft Can yoti have a minor failure without getting very up-
'"'· 117. I.s your social standing oF.great importance. 
118. Do )'OU openly and sincerely admire beauty In other 
people. 
119. Is it difficult to please )OU, 
120. H you met with direct opposition, would you stJII seek 
to have your own way rather than just give in, 
121. Would you object to walking a short journey if 
transport is difficult. 
122. Do you consider your education or experience valid in 
giving an opinion, 
74. Would you crjtisc faults and point out only the bad IiJ. Do you consider your education or experience arc valid 7
· ~h~:e:;~fb~}it~oiF ~a~~~i~~~~~:. you do not have points or someone else's character or handiwork. In giving an opinion, 
8. Are )'OUr actions frequently. unpredictable, even to vnurself. 75• Are you openly appreciative of beautiful things, 124. Do you often make tactless blunders. ~- 76. Do vnu sometimes mve away arficles which knowingly 125 Are ..nu wary of people who frequently ask to borrow 9. Do )'OU consider that too much money Is being spent on ;- o- ' ~-
do not belong to ..,...,u. money from ~u "'social security;· ~- ~- · 
10. Are you easily interested in other people, 77. When you meet people do you try to make them feel at ease. 1.26. Do you look at facts rather than people's opinions ln 
11. Do you speak in a monotone. making a decision. 
12. Do you usually allow the other person to start the. con- ~~: ~/;uu ~~~~r:;e~:~a:~o:e~~~~~~~es. 127. tT:::lou get quite enthusiastic over some simple little 
\'crsatlon. 1 
. 80. Can you accept criticism easi y without resentment. 128, Do )'UU take an action because others know best, though 
13. Are you readily Interested in whai other people have to 81. Can you take a few minutes relaxation without having your own judgement would indicate otherwise, 
say, to go off into some quiet room. 129, Arc )"'OU in favor of the color bar .and class distinction. 
14. Could you take the necessary action needed to kill an 82. Are )01.1 inclined to be feaJous, 130. Do )OU have. a habitual physical mannerism .such as 
· animal in order to put It tlUt of pain. 83. Do you tend to put off doing things to such an extent that pulling )OUr halr, nose, ear or such Hke. 
15. Are you reckless in your behavior. they nc\'er Ref done. 131. Can you quickly adapt and make use of uew conditions 
16. Do you speak slowly. 84. Arc you willing to abide by the wishes of others rather than and situations even though they may be difffcult. 
17. Are )UU concerned about the need to protect your health. alwaysS{'t'king to have your own way, 132, Do some noises set your teeth on edge. 
18. Docs an unexpected action cause your muscles to twitch. 85, De. you find it easy to get started on a new project. 133, Can you sec the other rellow's point of view when you 
19. Are )UU normally considerate in your demands on your 86, Do _)OU bite )'OUr fingernails or chew the end or your wish to. 
employees, or exccuth'es or pupils. pencil. 134, Do you go to bed when you want to rather than by the 
20. Can you give a valid "snap judgement." 87. Do you dramatize your emotions Just to try .to get your own dock. 
21. Do }1)Ur pt!St failures still worry you. way. 135, Do the petty foibles of others make you impatient. 
22. Do )'OU find )'OUrscM being extra active for periods lasting 88. If we were invading another country would you feel 136. Do children irritate ,.,.,u. 
several days. . S)'lllpathetlc towards Conscientious Objectors in this 137. Are you less talkative than your associates, 
23. Are )t)U swayed by other people's welllntcntlorted advice. country. 138. Do }UU usually carry out assignments promptly and 
24. Is It normally difficult for you to own up and take the 89, Are there many things about )'ourself on which you are systematically. .· 
blwne. touchy. 139. Would you assist a fellow traveller rather than leave it 25. Do you ha\'e only a small circle of close friend$ rather 90. Are )Uur own interests o.nd a-ctivities monitored by some· to the officials, 
than n large number of friends and speaking acquain· one clse".s desires. 140. Arc you more Interested In \'oting for the party than the 
tanecs. 91. Do )UU get a single thought which constantly reoccurs man for the job. 
26. Is your life one constant struggle £or survival. £or no apparent reason. 141. Do you frequently dwell on your past illne%CS or palnfuJ 
27. Do }'OU allen Sing or whistle jltst because you feel happy. 92, Are )'OU a slow eater. experiences. 
28. Are )'OU conddered warm-hearted by your friends, 93. Can you be a steadylng influence when othl'rs get 142. Do )'OU get very Ill at ease in disordered surroundings. 
29, Do )'OU feel competent at giving orders to other people. panicky. 143. Arc you usually critical of a film or show that you see or a 
·ao. Do )UU enjoy telling people the latest scandal about your 94. If you thought another person ncedl'd help, would you book that you read. 
associates. stop and find out rather than wait for them to ask )·ou 144. When recounting some amusing incidents can you easily 
31. Are )'OU willing to agree to strict discipline. directly. Imitate the mannerism or the dialect in the original 
32. Would the idea of making a completely new start cause 95. Can any person's character and personality change en- Incident. 
you much worry. tlrcly for the belter. 145, On matters on which you are not expert arc your own 
33. Do you endeavor to get other people to laugh or smile. 96. Is it possible to predict )'our own bcha1.'ior, ideas of sufficient Importance as to put forward to 
34. Do }'Ou find it easy to express )'OUr ernoticms. 97. Can you remain quite active on eight hour's j)eep a night. others. 
35. Do you refrain from complaining when the other person. 98. Would you alwars ttsc corporal punislnnent on a child 146. Do you have a tendency to tidy up a disorder of someone 
is late for an appointment. •• !&cd 10, if !t refused to obey you. !se's household, 
36. Arc you considered by other people ru: a spoil sport. 99. Do you prefer to take a passive rollin a club or organlza- 147. Do you feel bitter about a defeat. 
37. Arc there many people who are deffnitcly unfriendly tion to which )'OU belong. 148. Do )UU orten feel depressed. 
toward you and who work again~t you. 100. Do mental image pictures "jwt pop up.'• 149. Are )"'U ever ill at ease in the company of children. 
38 \V<mld you 5ay that >'OU were wrong just to keep the 150. If you were prevented from daing something wou!d you 
peace. find a substitute activity. 39. Arc )QU really fond of only a few people. 
151. Are you sometimes complctcl)' unable tn t>nll'r into the 
spirit of things, 
152. Do you often not both()r to cxpr('sS your !,'l"ievanct.~. 
153. Do you prefer ).,'Dod stcndy jobs rather than -ron king ymu 
own \\"U}'. • 
154, DOt:-'s lhe number of uncompleted tusk.s rou have on 
lmnri bother you, 
J55, bv pt.-o.plc enjoy lx·lng In your romJ)uny, 
156. Could you allow ~mcone to finish those "finu.l two 
words", 
157, Do )UU find that most people have more bad potnt.s 
in their character than good ones, 
158. Do )QU laugh or smile quite rcndily. 
159. Are you dcffnte and emphatic In voice and manner, 
HIO. Are you effusive only to close friends, If at all, 
161. Arc your Interests and £1clds of activity In the area in 
which you live, 
162. Would youy like to start a new activity in the nrea fn 
which you live, 
163. Would the idea of inflicting palh on game, small 
auimPb ur fish prevent you from bunting or fishin£, 
164. When you close )'Our eyes do you feel a decreased in 
space. 
165. Do }OU have little regret on p.cast misfortunes and 
failures. 
)f16. Does the idea Of fear or' apprehension gfve )UU a 
physical reaction, 
167. Would your emotions sway your judgement In a 
situation in which you were personally involved. 
168. Can someone else consider that you were really active. 
169. Do you find It hard to get started on a task that needs 
to be cbne. 
170. Are )'OU opposed to the probation system for criminals, 
171. Do you sf)end much time on needJcss-worries. 
172, In a disagreement, do you find tt hard if the other per-
·Son fails to see ;uur side and does not agree with you, 
173. Do )OU cope with every-day problems of living quite 
well. · 
174. Are )'OU wuaiJy truthful to others. 
175. Would you rather walt for something to happen n.( 
opposed to )'OU causing it. 
176, Do you frJtter your money away, 
177. Can you take a calculated risk without too much worry. 
178. If you were invol'lo'cd In a slight car accident, would you 
take the trouble to sec tl1at any damage )OU did was 
I&>: Do you make allowances for your friends, where with 
others you might judge more .wvcrly. 
181. Do )QU often ponder over your own lnferiorHy, 
182, Do people run you down behind your back. 
183. Can you remain unembarrassed by a hearty gr~tlng, 
such as a kiss, a hug or a pat on the back if done in ~ 
public, 
184. Do you frequently not do something you want to do be. 
cause of other p,:oplc's desires. 
185. Are you convinced about the correctness of your opinions 
about a subject, even though you are not an expert. 
186, Do you find )'OUrself ''going off In all directions at once." 
187. Do your acquaintances seem to think more of your 
abilities than you do, 
188, Is the idea, of death or even reminders of death abhorant 
to you, 
169, Having settled an argument do you continue to feel dis-
gruntled for a while. 
190. Are )UU friendly in Voice, attitude and expression. 
191. Docs life seem rather vague and unreal to you, 
192. Do you easily feel upset about the fate of war victims 
and political refugees. 
193, Do your acquaintances appeal to you for aid or advice 
in their personal dirticultfcs. 
194. Can you tolerate the loss of an article without 
immediately accusing everyone in sight. 
1~5. If you thought that someone was suspiciOus of yoii and 
your activi!fe:s would you tackle them on the subject 
ralhcr tl1.a.n leaving" them to contact you. 
196. Do you sometimes led that your age io; against you (either 
· tooyoungortoocld). 
197. DO you have spells of being sad and depressed for no 
apparent reason. 
198. Do )'OU do much grumbling about conditions you have t 
face in life. 
199. Do you try to hide your feelings. 
200. Do }'OU consider you have many warm friend~. 
40. Are you only hdppy If you have a special reason. ----------------------------------41. Do you like to .. circulate around .. at a .social gathering. r--.a-------------
42. no you lake reasonable precaution• to prevenl accld•n". For your results send or 
43. ~0~~- ;dea of talking In front of people make )UU II Answer .Sheet hand I·n your completed~ 
44. If you snw an article In a shop obviously mistakenly 
marked fowt•r than lts correct price, would )'OU try to 1 h 
get it at that orlce. • test s eet to : 
15. Do ynn ohrn feel that Jx•oplc un• lnnldnJ.!: at you or I t- m + m t- m f. m _ l m J m + m f m -
talking ·•hout you behind >Tinr back. ' I 
46. An· ~Hili' activities always ~HiUl-( '"lu1dcd up", 1 = = = 26 :: :: = 51 = = = 76 = 101 = = ::: 126 = = ::: 151 = = = 176 = = = 
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havior, no matter with whom you are dealing. 
We are open 
Mon-Fri 9:30a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Saturday 9:30a.m. to 5:00p.m. 
Sunday 9:30a.m. to 5:00p.m. 
Phone: 265-9544 
You will be contacted 
within 24 lus. of receipt 
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Hubbard Testing Centre 
c/o Church of Scientology 
Mission of Albuquerque 
2712 Carlisle N.E. 
Alb., N.M. 87110 
Phone 265-9544 
Name 
Address 
Phone ____________________ _ 
Ag" 
Important: Please submit Phone No. 
Occupation ______________ _ 
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A new medium of exchange. 
SENIORS/GRADS 
INFORMATION BOOTH 
STUDENT UNION 
Reps On Campus Now! Mon-Wed Feb.13·15 
A, career in law-
without law school. 
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree? 
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an 
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible 
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work tradi-
tionally done by lawyers. 
Three months of Intensive training can give you the 
skills-the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose 
one of the seven courses offered-choose the city in 
which you want to work. 
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has 
placed more than 2,000 graduates in law fln'ns, banks, 
and corporations in over 80 cities. 
If you are a senior of high academic standing and are 
interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like 
to meet you. 
Contact your placement office for an lr:Jterview with our 
representative. 
INe will visit your campus on: 
Friday, March 3 
The Institute for 
Paralegal Training 
235 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103 
(215) 732-6600 
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc. 
PRONTO 
Today's Special 
Double Cheeseburger 
Fries 
$1.15 
~~\11 ~emf]~ 
C!J~LLll'LL\ULil\b 
merrill 
magnetic 
By Jane Quesnel 
Althou.gh by the end· of the 
evening his voice was hoarse with 
fatigue from the e.ffects of. a bad · 
cold, · Robert Merrill sang with 
fervor and brilliance to a near 
capacity audience in Popejoy Hall 
last Friday night. Appearing with 
the orchestra and chorus of the 
New Mexico Symphony, the famed 
Metropolitah Opera baritone sang 
some of his favorite arias to 
thunderous applause and numerous 
cries of "bravo!" 
Directed by Maestro Takeda, the 
orchestra opened the program with 
"The Birds" by Respighi, followed 
by the "Overture" to Rossini's 
Barber of Seville. Merrill then sang 
"Largo AI Factotum Della Citta'' 
from Barber of Seville, and an aria 
from Andrea Chenier by Giordano. 
Joined by the Albuquerque Boys 
Choir, the orchestra a,nd chorus 
closed the first half with a stirring 
performance of "Gira Ia Cote" 
from Puccini's Turandot. 
Perhaps inspired by the presence 
of such a musical giant as Merrill, 
the symphony truly distinguished 
itself throughout the evening. 
"Non Piu Andrai" from the 
Marriage of Figaro by Mozart, was 
Merrill's next aria, and he per-
formed it with a relish and style 
reminiscent of the comic com-
plexities of the plot. Merrill con. 
eluded the program with the 
moving, passionate Act 1 finale to 
Puccini's Tasca. 
Four curtain calls, enthusiastic 
applause from the entireperforming 
ensembl_e, and a standing ovation 
brovght Robert. Merrill back for 
the' "Toreador Song" from Car-
men. 
A true artist, Merrill's per-
formance here was honest, sincere, 
and genuinely representative of the 
peak of operatic art. 
Being the warm and generous 
person that he is, Robert Merrill, 
though obviously ill and quite tired, 
stayed patiently" behind to exchange 
pleasantries and to autograph 
programs for all his eager fans. 
CASA 
DEL 
SOL 
9:30a.m.-2:00p.m. 
New Mexican 
Cuisine 
. 
SQIIet's Royal Flush 
Of all the performing arts, throughout the civilized world the ballet has 
caught the public fancy with ever increasing interest and enthusiasm during 
tl)e last two decades. 
An exemplary reason for such devotion is the newest major ballet 
company to emerge. on the international scene, The Royal Ballet of 
Flanders. 
Under government subsidy the company, founded in 1969 by artistic 
director Jeanne Brabants, has been known as The National Ballet of 
Flanders- in bilingual Belgium as the Ballet van Vlaandreen and Le Ballet 
·de Flandres. Today the company is known more impressively as The Royal 
Ballet of Flanders. On IJecember 10, 1976 the new name was given by 
decree of King Baudouin of Blegium. The King's decision quite possibly 
was inspired by the prestige th~se 42 artists have· brought to Belgium on 
international tours. Such dance talent is rare in an age of notable ballet 
companies. 
It will be much in evidence when the company appears in its American 
debut in Pop.ejoy Hall tonight at 8:15p.m. 
Within a relatively short period of time, Madame Brabants and her first 
choreographer, Andre Leclair, have developed a company whose talents 
have been acclaimed on the international dance scene. Dancing Times of 
London told readers that "this new company already can hold its own with 
most of them in Europe," and the Post cited "a splendid young company, 
'a theatrical delight." Rome's II Tempo stated: "(They do credit to the 
culture of a country that can be proud to possess such an outstanding ballet 
company." In Paris the critic of the International Herald Tribune 
declared: "The choreography, music and company's talents all fit neatly 
together and reinforce each other." Of a Lisbon appearance, the 0 
Primeiro de Janeiro critic acclaimed "a magnificent performance ... with 
excellent dancers of superior technique." 
In .creating the company, Jeanne Brabants aspired to goals similar to 
those of the founders of other earlier and now cleebrated companies such 
as our own American Ballet Theatre, England's Royal Ballet or the Royal 
Danish Ballet. She wanted to attract guest choreographers of international 
standing to compose new works and to recreate their ballets which had 
laready become classics in their own time. Her success was spectacular. 
The- repertory today includes ballets by such renowned artists as Sir 
Frederick Ashton and Ninette de Valois (England), George Balanchine and 
John Butler (United States), Han Brenaa and Flemming Flindt (Denmark), 
Hans Van Manen and Rudi Van Dantzig (Holland), Leon Wojcikowski 
(Poland), Birgit Culberg (Sweden), Maurice Bejart (France), Kurt Joos 
(Germany). 
The company is also "international" by virtue of the artists' many 
tours. Aside from traveling throughout Belgium, they have performed with 
great success and made indelible impressions on audiences in key cities of 
England, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Poland, Portugal, Turkey, Yugoslavia and Switzerland. In 1976 a Latin 
American tour took the company to Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, 
Me.xico, Nicraragua,and Venezuela. Miercoles of Caracas ·saluted ".an 
excellent company whose artists dance with intelligence and lively gusto." 
PtiRING THE NEXT TEN YEAR'$; 
9U51Ne55 AN.? IN.?l/5TRY WILL INVEST 
B'CTWeeN #2,000 BILLION 
ANI? 114,000 8/Ll-.ION IN 
CAP'ITAL eXPENSES. 
Student Activities~ 
Presents ~~~ 
''Nuestra casa, su casa." 
VIDEO TAPES 
Ali-Sh<1ver Fight 
Lower Level Upper Level 
New Mexico Union Food Service 
i 
nnd 
Henrt 
Feb. 13-19 
10-3 pm DQII,y 
In ffieso. Loung~ In The-N.£. Cotnf!'t Of The Sub 
Auou Ftom Ptontos 
An ASUNffi/Student Actlvlthrt Ptoduttlon 
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Ramones: All Punked Up 
Rocker" which brought about the table with a small chain and two 
customary offerings of paper cups razor blades upon it. Apparently 
and garbage in flight. But people the patrons at that table enjoyed the w~rc getting turned on as well as show, for their was no sign of blood 
By GEORGE GESNER 
You could say it was a historical 
event at the Subway Station last 
Friday as Albuquerque was exposed 
to its first punk rock band, the 
Ram ones. 
Manv of those who witnessed the 
event hacl come out of curiosity. 
After all, punk rock has 
monopolized the press and the new 
wave hasn't even hit low tide here in. 
town. But the new wave was still at 
low tide after the Ramones finished 
their hectic- 75-minute set. 
The Ramones made their leathery 
presence known as they blasted off 
with "Rockaway Beach." Jumping 
on stage like electric ions; Joey on 
vocals, Dee. Dee on bass and 
Johnny on guitar played their three 
chords well with an occasional sour 
note here and there. Lyrics and 
melodies (if there are such things) 
were distorted and uninteliligible, 
as they were probably meant to be. 
It seemed only fitting that the tal) 
and lanky Joey would lose the 
sound on his mike on the next song. 
Although it was a minor setback, it 
did seeem predestined. 
Although the Ramones have a 
knack for sounding the same on 
every song, "I Don't Care" came 
as a welcome relief and probably 
earned the right to be called the best 
of the worst, as their was some 
semblance of background vocals. 
Then with another ''Gabba 
Gabba Hey" from Dee Dee, the 
went into "Sheena Is A Punk 
turned off. on the blades. 
If there was a plus to the Local group Kidd opened the 
Ramone> · act it would have to be show with a set that was too long · 
the immense energy the group puts and highly unoriginal. One usually 
out. It probably brought images of doesn't go to a concert to hear 
Bacchanalia as the group emoted an cover versions of the Beatles, Who, 
effect of raw and orgiastic Kinks and Steely Dan. Many other 
animalism and a passion that was local groups are capable of doing 
felt by those who let themselves .fall their own ?riginals and may h~ve 
in the traps of punk madness. added a bnght spot to a? ~:·enmg 
Halfway through the show, the ·that proved to be an exh1b1t1on of 
group played the memorable "Here no talent, b'" t an eve1~t that 
Today, Gone Tomorrow." It was nevertheless would be a m!lestone 
so remarkable because Johnny on the Albuquerque music scene. 
came up with the first and only 
guitar jam of the night. "Cretin 
Hop" further desensitized the 
proceedings with its rock 'n' roll for 
the brain damage. The constant 
drone reminded one of the way Hell 
was meant to be. Punk rock 
followers brought the pseudo-
musicians back for three or four 
encores. It made no difference. 
Upon leaving the premises, one 
couldn't help noticing a deserted 
Photos 
By 
Koren 
WGlston 
Try Italian Fatso's 
New Fish Italiano Sub 
fillets of f1sh, spaghetti 
sauce and mozzarella. 
Reg.$2.15 Mini$155 
"Go.bbQ GQbbQ Hey" wo.s the messo.ge 
BOOTS 
Ladies' & Men's 
20°/o 
Off 
Joey Qnd DeeDee RQmone rock O.WQ,Y 
FEATURING-
>IC .SI'EC!f\L VRINK fl\lCE$ i\LI- NITE. 
*THE KCTVI?N of the FtlMOUS 
NEDS VA~ErfriNE 
LOVE 'POTiON XXX 
~fREE fl-OWERS 
for the l:AVrEs 
ALL W\Y 
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VALENTINE rRIZES 
men's 111 Harvard S.E. 8117 !denaul N.E. 
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LOBO Sp~Jrts Edit~Jr 
The story Saturday night at 
University Arena wasn't that the 
UNM basketball team broke the 
Western Athletic ·Conference 
record for the most (nine) con-
Arizona State; but it could have Somehow the scene was familiar 
been. to the Lobos and UNM coach 
The story at the Pit Saturday Norm.EIIenberger. 
night before 18,144 fans was the When the Lobos hosted Nevada-
Lobo defense as ASU came out out Las Vegas Jan. 17, the Rebels came 
and scored the first six points of the out and scored the game's first 
eight points. 
The Lobo.s overcame the Rebs' 
offensive chdrge and went on to 
win. As they did against a tough 
UNLV squad, the 'Pack fought 
back Saturday night to win 103-92 
against the Sundevils and remain 
undefeated in WAC play 9-0. 
In the first 10 minutes of the first 
half, the Lobo defense resembled a 
piece of Swiss cheese as the ASU 
offense was finding open holes 
everywhere. 
"It took a long time to figure out 
what happened to us," .Ellenberger 
said. "Their fast· break, early' 
offense and rebounds were the 
whole of the ball game for ASU.'' 
In the first half, the devils of 
coach Ned Wulk opened up a 30-25 
PEOPLE 
And we can offer outstanding 
career opportunities in Marketing, 
Engineering or Computer Science. 
We will be interviewing at 
The University of New Mexico 
on February 23, 1978; 
To find out about IBM and let us 
find out about you, sign up for an 
interview at the Placement Office or 
write to: H. A. Thronson, Corporate 
College Relations Manager, 
IBM Corporation, 
3424 Wilshire Boulevard, 
Los Angeles, California 90010 
----
-----
-
-----
- -----
==-= ':' =® 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
• • LOBO pholo by W. T. Hun! 
Willte Howard drives for two. 
lead before the 'Pack cut it down to 
one. The Lobos then tied the 
contest with 7:47 remaining in the 
opening half on a free throw by 
Mark Felix. 
The Lobos then took their first 
lead of the· night on a tip-in by 
center Wil Smiley. The game was 
tied again by ASU at 34-34 then the 
Sundevils exploded for six points 
and opened up another fivepoint 
lead at 40-35. 
The Lobos came back moments 
before the close of the first half and 
grabbed a 49-46 intermission lead. 
"We were too loose in the first 
half," senior co-captain Michael 
Cooper said. "We weren't looking 
to blow them out and we weren't 
looking ahead." 
Lobo forward Willie Howard 
said, "11 seemed like we weren't 
ready. We weren't getting back on 
defense. Nobody was down court; 
people were standing around." 
In the second half, UNM was 
outscored 10-7 by ASU and again 
th score was tied at 56-56. The 
Sundevils managed to tie the score 
for the last time at 58-58 and the 
Lobos never trailed after that point. 
The 'Devils, plagued with foul 
trouble in the first half, lost center 
Kurt Nimphius with 8:54 left in the 
game, and forward Bill Kucharsy 
with 3:35left in the contest. 
"We came up with a great second 
half," Ellenberger said. "The 
personnel we had in played well, a 
sign of a group of winners." 
Cooper said, "In the second half, 
to win, we knew we had to get back 
and not give them the easy basket. 
We did it and it shut them down." 
Marvin "Automatic" Johnson, 
who finished the game with 30 
points, said, "We went into this 
game like any other league game. 
We had more at stake." 
"We want to win all 14 WAC 
games," Johnson continued. "But 
we want to do it one game at time." 
The Lobo's overall record was 
upped to 19-2 while the Sundevils 
slipped out of the conference crown 
race to 4-5. The game marked the 
last time UNM and ASll will play a 
conference game. 
Scoring in double figures for 
UNM were Johson with 30, 
Howard 24, Cooper IS, and Russell 
Saunders 11. 
High point man for the Sun devils 
was junior forward Toney Zeno 
with 22, followed by guard Rick 
Taylor with 19. 
The Lobos host the 1-20 Hawaii 
Rainbow Warriors Tuesday night 
before hosting TexasEl Paso Next 
Saturday night in a key WAC 
game. 
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Lobo Women Devour Wildcat's z 
By ED JOHNSON 
LOBO Sports Writer 
The Arizona Wildcats were 
devoured in the "Pit" Saturday 
night by a pride of hungry Lobo 
women, but when desert time came 
around. UNM couldn't quite put the 
icing on the cake. 
UNM's rneal consisted of an 
offense which scored 98 points and 
a defense which gave up only 64. 
With over a minute to go UNM 
had 97 points and the crowd, most 
of whom were waling for the men's passing arm in high gear picking up 
game, urged the women to go for five assists. 
l'he magic !\umber of 100, but they Despite a 43-31 half time lead 
could only muster one more point. UNM was not at all impressive in 
Jean Rostermondt was the the first stanza. 
hungriest of the Lobos, as she Lobo coach Kathy Marpe said, 
scored 25 points, pulled down II "We couldn't buy a basket in that 
rebounds and broke her own assist first half." -
record of eight by ~etting nine The Lobos, who shot a miserable 
S'sts 21 per cent from the field the first as 1. , • 
Kelly Sparr continued her scoring half, salvaged it in the second half 
from the parking lot as she pumped to finish with 35.6 per cent. 
in 16 points. She also had her "We started making the outside 
shots so their zone defense had to 
come out and get us; then we took it 
to the bash!,'' Marpe said. 
Sixth person Cindy Fischer, who 
rarely sits down even when she is 
not in the game, ripped the cords 
for 10 points. 
Lobo center Carol Moreland 
who took 22 rebounds from the air' 
could hil only four of 16 from th~ 
field and came away with nine 
points. 
"' :;: 
Marpe said, "She was having a :S: 
tough time, so we decided to try ~ 
somebody else." g' 
. One of the most impressive off tl 
the bench was Taryn Bachis with 2. 
.:z her nine points and six rebounds. r-
UNM· dominated not only the 0 
~core, but also rnost of the state as i5 
they outrebounded the Wildcats 77· • 
37, out assisted them 20 9 and ~ 
commited four less turnovers and 2 
five less fouls. ~ 
'< 
Carter 
Picks 
UNM 
Women Gymnasts Place Secon.d 
Inside the aging structure called well in every event except the beam, be tough. Wc'll.be competing in the than 75 percent of the teams in the 
"' 
_, 
00 
Carlisle Gym on the UNM campus, the event she said was her'best. toughest region Ill the country. country." 
three teams of women put them- "I don't know what happened to "Right now we're scoring better 
selves to. tests of agility Friday me out there on the beam," she ~-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 
night. s~id. 
At'ter narrowing his colleg( 
choices to New Mexico and Pitt 
sburgh, Albuquerque Sandia Higl 
football great Mike Carter ha 
decided to attend UNM in the fall 
' of 1978 and play football for th< 
Lobos of coach Bill Mondt. 
Carter, the All-Slate and All-
American running back who led the 
Matadors to the 1976 Class AAAA 
grid title, was sought by such teams 
as Oklahoma, Texas, Notre Dame, 
Michigan, Arizona State, Pitt, and 
Purdue. 
Carter will sign the national letter 
of intent Wednesday. No player can 
sign the letter until after 8 a.m. 
Carter's announcement to play 
for the Lobos came Saturday af-
ternoon at a press conference at the 
Albuquerque Inn. 
And it was women gymnasts Johnson said, "Everybody's 
from Utah State dominating three really together on this team (Utah 
of the four events enroute to aceing state)." 
the test with 133.85 points. Meet 'Tammi Custodi's first place 
host New Mexico scored 130.55 and finish in the balance beam was the 
Brigham Young managed 119.8. only event Utah State did not win. 
Lobo coach Claudia Thomas Johnston won the uneven bars and 
said, ''The scoring was off. tied for first with a teammate in the 
Everybody's score was low. But floor exercise. 
you can say I'm happy with the way Jody Mabb of Utah State won 
we performed." the all around competion with a 
For UNM, the performances of 34.6 score. Johnston's score was 
Dianne Frew, who tied for third in 34.5 while Frew and Utah State's 
the all around competition, were Debbie Peterson tied at 33.05. 
something to be happy about. The UNM women will have a 
The Lobos surprised some people little of the pressure taken off them 
when they grabbed the top three as they take a couple of weeks off 
spots in the balance beam event, from competition after having gone 
and event UNM has had trouble full steam for the past few weeks. 
with in the past. "They're going to be happy 
Frew said, "The beam is tough. about that," Thomas said. 
lt takes a lot more practice." She said, "When we get 
Utah Stale's 'Alicia Johnston did everything together we're going to 
At Lobo Invitational 
Grapp,lers Capture Third 
By MARTY ZIMBEROFI' 
LOBO Sports Writer 
The UNM wrestling team 
clinch~c.! a third place team award, 
put a first place hold on four weight 
classes and walked away with the 
Most Outstanding Wrestler award 
Saturday night at the Lobo 
Invitational finals at Johnson Gym. 
Utah State grabbed the lop team 
position with an impressive 98 
points. The UNM grapplers 
dropped to third place in team 
points only after putting up a long 
and very close fight against the 
Arizona Wildcats. The Lobos 
wound up the team finals with 64 1 4 
points against Arizona's 66 1 4 
point.,. 
LINt\! represented four weight 
divi>iom in the finab, winning all 
four of those Classes, two by falls. 
Lobo grappler Butch Escalante 
grabbed the 126 pound position by 
out wrestling Arizona's Dave Riggs 
7-0. The 134 pound class match was 
dose as Lobo mat man Frank Gilpin 
played nip n tuck with a two point 
spread over Utah State's Steve 
Weight, !'in ally capturing the match 
( 
SENIORS/GRADS 
INFORMATION BOOTH 
STUDENT UNION 
8 6. Lobo wrestling team captain 
Gary Hines dominated the 142 
pound class.as he put the Lobo bite 
on Adam State's Rich- Lope:. with-a 
pin. 
UNM took care of the 190 
pounders in final action as Lobo 
upper weigN Paul Marfiz put the 
crushing pin to Jim Dreyer of Utah 
State. 
UNM's only problem of the 
evening was lack of wins in the 
consolation bracket of the semi-
final round. Jeff Peterson, UNM's 
177 pounder, took care of that 
problem by grabbing a third place 
award in taht bracket. 
UNM Wrestling Coach Ron 
Jacob~cn said the Lobo squad 
"wre,tled real well" and that the 
Lobos took a downfall at the semi-
finals consolation bracket. 
"\Ve wrestled well in the 
tournament and this should prepare 
m for the Western Athletic Con-
rcrence tournamcm," he added. 
Jacobsen ~aid that a team has to 
have "tournament experience" to 
compete in conference action. 
Paul Marfiz highlighted the 
Maybe you can't 
erase poverty, 
but you can make 
a start ... 
... in VISTA 
Reps On Campus Today! Mon·Wed Feb.13·15 
tournament as he not only grabbed 
the first place award for 190 
pounds, but went the extra distance 
to walk away, very much surprised, 
with the Most Outstanding Wrestler 
award. 
Makers af Hand Made 
Indian Jewelry 
OLDTOWN 
" 
HOW TO 
GETA 
S25Q 
RECEIVER 
FOR sg5 
BUY 2 SPEAKERS 
Advent, Bose,JBL, KEF, Yamaha, etc. 
and 
BUY A TURNTABLE 
JVC, Yamaha, Harmon/Kardon 
WITH A QUALITY ADC or SHURE CART. 
AND GET 
A MIIDA No. 3125 STEREO RECEIVER 
22 w/ch ae. 8 ohms w/both ch driven 20 ·20K • .5THD 
VALUE s250 for $95 
OR GET 
A MIIDA No. 3140 
STEREO RECEIVER 
43 w/ch ae. a ohms wlboth 
ch driven· .4THD 
VALUE$350 
for $135 
3011 Monte Vista NE· 
Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM 
255-1694 
. . 
. ' 
____....,---------------:---------------~-~--~--
i 
' 
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ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE hou,e 
SJ 10/month. Call Joel 277-3230 or 255·3608. 2/14 
5. FOR SALE 
CIClss'ifieds 
DELUXE MICROWAVE LARGE oven touchmatic, 
probe, memory. No down payment, assume small 
monThly payments. 268-4393. 2/13 
FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewfng'machine makes 
buHonholcs, embroiders, darns. Blind stitches 
without attachments, $27.50 and take nlachlne. 266-
5871. 2113 
LOWEST PRICE RECORDS & tapes in New 
Mexico. Natural Sound continues its "mellow down 
ea.~y" sale-~all 6,98 list LP's, 3.99, all7 ,98 list LP's, 
4.99. Higher list LP's and all tapes, $1,00 off. 
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119 Harvard SE 
Store Only, across from Hippo Ice Cream. 2/24 
1977 GUILD D-25 ACOUSTIC w/casc cherry finish 
$27~.00 cma .~)~5.00 new, 292-3087 uner s:JO, 2/13 
FOR SALE: 1976 Fiat 131, 5-speed, excellent con-
·ditiOn, low mileage, Sony AM-FM stereo cassette. 
Call Barry, 877-78Bi, · 2/13 
I. PERSONALS 
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con-
traception, sterilization, abortion, Right to Choose, 
294-0171. 2115 
NICK, HOW COME no more personal ads? Did you 
fall in lo\'c with a waitress at Carrara's? Mary. 2/13 
CONTACTS?? POLISHING &sOLUTIONS. Casey 
Oplical Company, 255-8736. tfn 
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY IOc, American 
clgareucs 48c, every morning at Pipe & Tobacco 
Road. lfz blod from UNM. 107 Cornell SE, M-F9-6 
and Sat. 10-S. 2/17 
CARPOOL AVAILABLE FROM Sanla Fe to UNM 
for 9:30 class Tues., Thurs. 1-988-2642. 2114 
IT'S THE PLANETS -for your dancing pleasure af 
Ned's, dance 'tl12 am this week. 2/13 
2 YEAR SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE. Full 
tuilion, books, fees, plus $100 per month. Ir you have 
completed at least 2 semesters of calculus and 1 
semester of physics and will be less than 25 years old 
at graduation you are in\li 1ed to apply. If imerestcd 
cnll766-2335. 2117 
MELISSA, HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY! 
OOOXXX Sminy. ~ 2/13 
WANT TO BE UNM'S "Deep Throat?" Know 
something we should know? Call the LOBO news tip 
hotline. 277-5656. 2/17 
YOUR CONCEPTS ARE imporlant. Submit your 
artistic and literary conceptions to ConceptiorJS-
Southwest, Marron Hall, Rm. 105 or UNM Box 20, 
Deadline Feb. 28. For more informalion call Leslie 
299-<1773. 2/17 
COCKTAIL STYLE RAINBOW color cigarelles 
aVailable at Pipe& Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell SE. 
2114 
PITCHERS FOR MEN'S fast-pitch softball needed. 
I finlcrcsted eall298-6476. 2/13 
.. CHANGED .. - THE SPIRITUAL realilfes of life 
s_ontrollcd by people. A documentary running noon 
SUD 250C, M·W·F February IJ,J$,17. The Way 
lnterm!lional. 2117 
JOHN JOSEPH CALL LESLIE. 299·4773. 2/13 
FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical. 
Experienced teacher. Private lessons. Call Marc at I. 
&M MusicStudio.247-81.58. 2/17 
THE ASUNM SPEAKERS COMMITTEE meets 
today. SUB Room 230 at3:30 pm. 2113 
2. LOST & FOUND 
FOUND: GERMAN SHEPARD, tan & black 1 chain 
collar, no tags. Appears to be nboUI 1 yr. old. Found 
ncar Curl isle & Central. 299-7946. 2/1.5 
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify and 
claim. Call after 6 pm. 821-9527. 211.5 
LOST CALCULATOR IN WOODWARD 101 or 
Chern. 101. Reward. 842-1099, C\IC, 2/13 
LOST: FEB. 4, WHITE male cat. Green eyes, blue 
rhinestone collar. No tags. 25.5-7435. 2/14 
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 
277-5907. 5S 
3.SERVICES 
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now. 
Call PENM 842·5200. tfn 
TYPING. ht QUALITY, 883-7787. 2/24 
FAST TYPING 266:3953. 2/14 
TYPING AND EDITING, SOc per page, 883-
3822.2/JJ 
CLASSICAL .GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method, 
Beginners welcome. 266-9291. 2/28 
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance, 
2~5-1164. 2/16 
WILL TYPE ELITE. $.75 a page. 294-6781 2/13 
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and 
editorial .~ystem. Technical, gcncralt legal, medical, 
schola~tic. CharTs & tables. 345-212.5. 4/29 
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS. 
REASONABLE. 262-0868. 2117 
KINKO'S TYPING SF.RVICE (IBM selectric) and 
now 3-minutc Passport Photos. No appointment. 
268-R515. tfn 
4'. HOUSING 
LIVE-IN SITUATION FOR woman, non-smoker. 
$50,00 room and board. Near UNM. 256-7593. 2(16 
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking& 
cleaning, )'ou do the studying, 303 Ash NE, 243-ZBB 1. 
2/ I 3 
THREE BLOCKS 10 UNM, fenced 1-bdrm home. 
Pets fine, $100 bills Jm.id. Call 262-1751, Valley 
Rcntuh, $30 fcc. 2/17 
CLEAN SOLID 2-BDRM house. Enormous fenced 
yards. Kids, pets, $165. Call 262-1751, Valley 
Rentals, $30 fee. 2/17 
IMMACULATE 4-BDRM HOUSE. Large fenced 
yard. Kid~. pets1 welcome. $175. Call 262-1751. 
Valley RentaL~. $30 fcc. 2/17 
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice, 3·bdrm 
hou.~e. Non-smoking. Around February 25th. 268· 
01 ~~after.~ PEl~ 2115 
PEUGEOT 10-SPEED. STRAIGHT handle ba"• 
down-tube fra'me, e11:celient conditiOn, $60, Larry, 
883-7262 after 1:00. w 2/13 
NO DOWN PAYMENT Sansui receiver, 100 watts, 
casselte or 8 track player, Fronolic 6-way speaker, 
magneTic turntable, assume small monthly payments. 
266·5871 . 2113 
SEARS KENMORE SEWING machine for sale. 243-
4088. 2/15 
10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed layaway, color 
Television. Brand new guarantee, do down payment, 
small monthly J?j-Yffients until balance is p_aid off, 
266-5872, 1 2/13 
1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, corilmerclal model with 
shag rake and attachments, lifetime factory warranty, 
take over small payments. 266-5871. 2/13 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru 
February. Delta Mark lOB $39.95; Megaspark 400 
$42.95; Tiger SST $34.95. 268-5490. Electronic 
Ignition Sales. 2/17 
SONY TRJNITitON. AUTOMATIC one butlon fine 
tuning, big screen, factory warranty. 268-4393. 2114 
PIONEER COMPLETE STEREO. Big King Kong 
.~peakers, magnetic turntable & higturade cartridge 
casseue recorder. A:ssume small monthly payments. 
268-4394. 2114 
TAPPAN DELUXE MICROWAVE· touch-mntic 
browning element, large oven adjustable shel\lcs, 
automatic defrost, memory take up. Small mon!hly 
rayments, 266-5871, 2/14 
COMMERCIAL KIRBY CLASSIC. Must sell, big 
motor attachments noor waxer & polisher, take over 
payments till balance paid oW. 268-4394. 2/14 
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not 
clnimcd. Equipped to buttonhole, zig zag. Pay $16.00 
and take machine. 266-.5872. 2114 
6. EMPLOYMENT 
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE studenTs only. 
Afternoons and c\lenings, Must be able to work 
Friday and SaiUrday nights. Must be 21 years old. 
Apply in per.~on, no phone calls please. Sa\le·Way 
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mcnaul NE. 
2/17 
POSITION FOR INTERNATIONAL CcniCr 
.•wu.-< •• fl.. 
I 
I 
UNMI ew location to service 
1001 Tijeras N. E. 247-3668 I 
1631 ELA!Jank N.E. 293-4508 ·1 
511 Wyomlng N.E. 265-3667 
' 
4523 4th- N.W. 345-5301 , 
--'e=~=k--=·=-· 
The calendar 
that writes 
and a place 
to keep it ... 
The Parker Calendar Jetter 
parks snugly in a stick-on holder 
wherever you need a pen: 
cash register 
telephone automobile 
desk bulletin board 
Regular $3. 98 
NQWS1.99 
cp PARKER 
Gift Department 
at UN M Bookstore 
(on campus) 
Director, Application available at 1808 Las Lomi\s 
NE, 10·12 & 1-4:30, or 1717 Roma NE. Deadline-
March 3 I, I 978. 212) 
MAN, UPPER CLASS or graduate, late evening<~nd 
S:nrurdlly hours, Copy shnp, Start $2.(i5. per !lour. 
lmm'ediatc. Po not call. Apply in person, .DATACO, 
Uni\lcrsity and Lomas NE. 2/17 
OVERSEAS JOBS--Summer/year-round, Europe. S. 
America, Australia, Asia, etc, AI\ fields, $500-$1200 
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free in-
formation. Write: BHP Co., Box_4490, Dept. NB, 
Berkeley, Ca. 94704. 3/10 
JANITORS, . MALE AND FEMALE, perman~Rt 
part-time e\lening work, Experience unneccs1;ary, · 
Evperienced Ooor persons needed. Apply Martin 
Malntcnanl!e, 131 Mesilla NE, Monday, Tuesd~y. 
Wednesday, 3:00-6:00 pm. 211 S 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS AND Undergraduate 
Advisors: Re~idence Hall staff applicants bei•l& 
All lee 
~ought, Earn ronm, board, monthly stipend. 
Gradu_aTe l!llldcm~ al.~o receive tuition waiver. Appl)': 
Associate Dean pf Students Office, La Posada Hall, 
Deadline: March 3, 1978. 2/14 
PAR_T-TIME JOB: SALES, flexible hours, good pay, 
Pn.'i.'iJble full-time .~ummcr, Call Phil Franczyk, CLU. 
8~3-5)60. 2117 
8. MISCELLANEOUS 
DAN~E!!l FEBRUARY 19, 1978 Jpm-7pm, 
Amencan J.egion Hall, 1201 Moumain Rd. NE. 
~u.~lc by . Spinn_in~ Wheel. $6-couplc, $3-single. 
T1ckc1~ avat!::tb!c ill illl Tidt:illl<:~~tcr. ioriltinn.~. 2117 
CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trip.s .$89.95 buys 
you I) dark walnuT .~!!lined frame, 2) safety liner, 3) 
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mattrcs.~ with 'J.ycar 
!!tlni"<Hllec; $H9.95, 3407 Central NE. 255-2289, 2123 
All Levi's 
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• Lobos Hit Top 5 
The UNM basketball team climbed into the nation's elite Top Five 
in both wire service polls this week by virtue of its two,wins over the 
Arizona schools last week. 
The Associated Press and United Press ·International polls 
disagreed on the number-one team in the nation, but both ranked the 
Lobos fifth. It is the first time this season, the polls have agreed on 
where to rank the Lobos and the first time the Lobos have cracked 
the Top Five. 
The AP sportswriters' and broadcasters' poll ranked Arkansas 
first; Marquette second; Kentucky third; UCLA fourth and New 
Mexico fifth. The UPI coaches pol! had UCLA fourth and UNM 
fiftl;l bnt pnt Marquette on top followed by Kentucky and Arkansas. 
~both polls the Lobos r~ceived one first-place ~ote, . 
GNM's I 9-2 squad (leadmg the Western Athlehc Conference with 
a 9-0 slate) finished with 156 points in the UPI poll, just one point 
ahead of number-six Kansas. The Lobos were 102 points behind 
fourth-ranked UCLA. In the AP poll, UNM was a distant fifth with 
527 points to UCLA's 782. 
During the weekend, New Mexico defeated Arizona 103-85 and 
Arizona State 103-92 and retained its title as the nation's top-scoring 
team. 
The Lobos entertain Hawaii tonight in The Pit and resume WAC 
action Saturday night against the University of Texas-El Paso. 
Senate Gets Prescriptio 
I 
n Pot Bill 
--~~· 
' ' !-_: 
I 
LOBO photo by Howard Pace 
Reactions Aired 
On Sex Ruling 
"If you have one rule for men, 
you should have the same for the 
women," said P.M. Duffey-
Ingrassia, one of the coordinators 
of New Mexico Women's Forum, 
in response to the recent Sutin 
ruling. 
The ruling, which is being 
considered by the New Mexjco 
Supreme Court, concerns a I 5-year-
old boy having sexual intercourse 
with an older woman. The ruling 
said the act didn't contribute to the 
boy's delinquency, but to his 
worldly education. 
"I am opposed to the ruling," 
said Duffy-Ingrassia. 
Father Ronald Zawilla, of the 
Aquinas Newman Center, said, "It 
isn't the place of government to 
legislate morality. That is a private 
affair, not the business of the state. 
In general, I would support the 
ruling. It is showing a separation of 
legal and moral questions." 
Lynn Rosner, of the Rape Crisis 
Center, said the ruling •.vas \Ill-
constitutional. "It's discrimination 
on the basis of sex. It's alright for a 
woman to have a relationship with 
a minor but it's not alright for a 
man to have a relationship with a 
girl who is under age." 
Pat Luna, assistant coordinator 
of the Women's Center, said, 
"Since ERA (Equal Rights 
Amendment) has passed in New 
Mexico, the laws should be equal. •;, 
The District Attorney's office 
refused to comment on the ruling. 
Myrna Finke, past president of 
the National Organization for 
Women, said, "It is a personal, 
private matter but children should 
be protected from being exploited 
ill that way. I don't think the judge 
should have made a ruling like that. 
He is not being equal in his 
decision." 
Linda Estes, director of UNM 
women's athletics, said, "I think 
what people do of their own free 
will is !heir business. In terms of 
discrimination the law should apply 
to both sexes, otherwise it is sexual 
discrimination.'' 
By JOHN CHADWlCK 
LOBO Staff Writer 
New Mexico will be the first state in the nation to 
allow for the prescription of marijuana for medkal 
purposes. 
The l-!ou;e of Hcprescntative> :n Santa Fe Sunday 
approved 53-9 House Bill-329 which will allow 
glaucoma and chemotherapy treatment patients to 
receive and smoke' marijuana legally, said Lynn 
Pierson, a UNM student. 
Pierson, who smokes marijuana to relieve the side 
effects of chemotherapy treatments, said the bill now 
has to go to the Senate Finance and Appropriations 
Committee before being passed on to the Senate floor 
for a vote. 
Pierson said the bill will provide, $25,000 for 
overhead expenses for the operation of a three 
member panel who will determine who is eligible for 
the marijuana. The panel will consist of an op-
thamologist, an oncologist and a psycho!?gist. . 
Provisions of the bill state the manjuana Will be 
supplied in one of two ways, Pierson said. 
c--·'!·~·-
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One source will be marijuana confiscated by the 
state police, which would be turned over to the 
Department of Health and Environment io determine 
content and dose quantity. · 
The other source will allow the Department of 
Health and EnvirQnmenLtn,conu:u":=illi-IJ...JU~~ 
Institute of Drug Abuse to reccJve dose-quahfJCJ 
marijuana which comes already rolled and in packs of 
20, Pierson said. 
The marijuana that qualifies for patient usc, she 
said, will bc.scnt to state operated pharmacies where it 
is distributed to qualified patients. 
Pierson ;aid the bill will be sponsored in the Senate 
by John Irick, R-Bern., who is a "anti-marijuana hard 
line." 
The way the bill stands now, there i'> a "delayed 
repeal section" which terminates the law July I, 1979, 
Pierson said. 
Pierson said he smokes about a 100 joints a month 
to help overcome the side effects of the chemotherapy 
treatments. . 
He said marijuana with a higher percentage ofTHC 
sl.lch as marijuana from Colombia or Hawaii h better 
I cont. on page 6) 
l 
LOBO photo by Fabian Rodrtguoz 
Happiness is Satu;day afternoon in art class. Children from ages 6 to 9 meet every Satur-
day at the UNM Art Education Building for arts and crafts. 
----~~~--------~-------------------______,.j 
